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THE KEY TO SUCCESS

XHE
TENNESSEAN

1990-91
"Knowledge Is The Key To Success"

EDITOR'S NOTE
The yearbook staff chose the
quote"Knowledge is The Key To
Success" as the theme of the 1990-

91 yearbook, as students of Tennessee
State University, we have realized to
succeed in obtaining one's goals in
life one must possess, the key element
knowledge. This edition of The
Tennessean will attempt to cover the
activities of the student body who are
gaining and have gained knowledge
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in their stride for success.

Tennessee State University
3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.
Nashville, Tennessee
37209-1561
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Interim President Of

Tennessee State University
tn

George W. Cox
Greetings:

Each year, through artfully developed photogrophic essays,

editore of the Tennessean capture ttie many moods of ttie University and
preserve them to become tomorrow's treasured memories. The 1990-91
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Tennessean reflects the changing face of Tennessee State University as It
launches major renovation and expansion projects. Initiates new and

highly marketable academic programs, and attracts an Increasingly
diverse student body. As we close the first academic year of the 90's I

am pleased to have had the rewarding experience of serving as
Tennessee State University's Interim President and witnessing events

captured on these pages which typify the Involvement of thousands of
students, faculty, staff, friends, and alumni who play essential roles In the
TSU sage.

The final decade of the 21st century embraces a vision of a TSU

which is vibrantly alive and aggressively focused on a future of service
through excellence and dedication. Tennessee State University Is
committed to continued Improvement of oil phases of its operations and

to enhancing its reputation and a University which proudly serves
Tennessee,the nation,and world.

i' m
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Students are the heart of the University. Helping students realize

their aspirations Is the University's mandate. After a short summer recess,
many of you will return to tlTe University to continue your education. Others,

diplomas In hand and filled with ambitious dreams,will leave the University
to launch careers that will challenge your readiness and reveal potential
and worth yet unlmaglned. I \Msh you well in ail your endeavors. TSU will
continue to serve you. It has been the goal of the University to provide
you with knowledge,skills, and exp>erience of a breadth and Intensity to
enable you to moke wise declslors and take prudent actlorw. i call upon
you to render service to your alma mater and to humanity everywhere. I
admonish you to keep olive the ethic of our motto: Think, Work, Serve.

To students, faculty and staff who eagerly anticipate the
beginning of a new school year. I Invite each of you ~ implore you — to

find new avenues for service, for achieving excellence, and for realizing
your true potential. The possibilities of TSU \wii be realized through the
performance of Its faculty and staff, TSU Is a star Just discovered! As we
are guided by Its brighfenirtg light Into a new century,os we watch builders
tum paper plans Into shining new structures, and as we meld our energies
to strengthen the TSU family, I Invite you to treasure our past, to
embrace our future, and to make ours a proud heritage.

/t3
George
>rae W.^x
©ox
Interim President
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TENMESSEE STATE BOARD
or REGENTS

CHANCELLOR OTIS L. FLOYD

Judge William O. Beach
Mr. Ross fi. Faires

Dr. J.D. Johnson
Mrs. Jane G. Kisber

Mr. Wiiliam W. Fam's

Mr, Richard A. Lewis

Dr. F. Oliver Hardy
Mr. Clifford H. Henry

Mr. Hubert L. McCullough

Dr. Sam H. Ingram
The Honorable L.H. Ivy

The Honorable tied McWherter
Mr. Carl Moore
Dr. Ariiss L. Roaden

The Honorable Charles Smith
Mr. J. Howard Warf
Mr. David V. White

State of Tennessee
NKI)
COVFINDi)

Fubruary 1990

Doar Friendn:

I fUfl pleased to have boon anked to prepare o message to be
Included in the 1990 Tennessee State University Yearbook.
Tennessee State University hac brought positive recognition to

the State of Tennossce through outstanding educational
programs which have helped to mold and nhnpe the lives of our
young people who will lead our state and nation into the 2lGl

century.

Education is of the highest priority to this

administration and we are currently working to reform our
State's educational system to give our young people every
opportunity we can to compote on a national level for tho best

colleges and best jobs,

Good luck as you continue your education and I wish you much
future success.

Si nceroly,

tiL-d HrWhorter

"THE NEW TSU"

In March 1990, The campus of
Tennessee State began preparation for a
much needed face-lift. There were
survers to find what we had to work

with. Meetings were held to decide how
to perform this delicate task. When we
returned from Spring Break 1990, the
operation had begun. Students and

faculty began to complain about the

isa es

inconvenience of limited parking and

m]
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having to take detours. When it rains we

have to avoid mud and puddles, but
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these are minor inconveniences. "The

dust settles on our cars and gets in our

eyes." These are some of the complaints
we hear everyday. The complaining is so
trivial right now because the outcome is

going to be great. There will be larger
and better parking lots, a new student
union building, removal of asbestos, and
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buildings that have been renovated.

There are many more advantages not
mentioned. All these factors are a plus,
and we should be happy that our school
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will be new and improved. "Although
the number of parking spaces at the
center of campus is shrinking because of

the construction projects, there are still
plenty of parking spaces to

development strategy which establishes

accommodate the number of cars on

needs, sets priorities, and identifies cost

campus. The problem for most people is

effective immediately and long term

that the available spaces are not near

solutions.
Our Vice-President of Student

their offices or classes," according to
James Robertson, Director of Safety
and Security. There are 1500 parking
spaces behind the Gentry Complex
which are available and a recently
acquired lot at the corner of 33rd and
Albion.

A new brochure, titled "A NEW
VISION UNFOLDING" offers

information about the plan for campus
improvements. This also includes brief

descriptions of the comprehensive plan
and ten of the major projects. This
brochure was written by Tuck Hinton
Everton Architects. Also, there has been

little now. The final outcome will be a

successful, enjoyable, educational

experience." In getting everyones view
on this operation, we thought the

workers should have a say. Although
students have voiced their opinions to
each other, their negative comments
have not reached the construction

workers. One worker, Carol Nash, states
"students are accepting the
inconveniences well. The construction

address the more urgent buildings like
the Business Building, Home Economics,
and Nursing Building. "Temporary or

automatically lose their job." The

needed to accommodate the campus
community as well as construction." The
major objectives of the Master Plan are

as follows: To rebuild, upgrade, and
expand the T.S.U. campus. So that our
campus is comparable with other
institutions within the state of

Tennessee. To provide the students and

"It* —.

Affairs, Pat Crook, comments "I am

several buildings. The designers will

alternate paths will be established as

*

very happy about the construction,
although we may be inconvenienced a

workers have had no problems with the
students. This is good because if the

concerns about access and exits for

• :
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workers harrass the students in any way,

they know the consequences. They

completion of this construction should

be in the year 1993. Some of this

information has been provided by "The
Scoop. ' This publication comes out bi
weekly and is available to all students

and faculty in the library.

By Stephanie Hodge
I ■&:!

faculty with an environment which will
meet its current needs and demands. To

unify and consolidate the campus from
the perspective of facilities utilization
and efficiency. To provide the university
administration and the state of

Tennessee with a blueprint for the

rational expansion of the future campus.
To provide the university administration
and the state of Tennessee with a
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'The an of teaching is the art of
assisting discovery."
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— Mark Daren
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The teacher if he is wise does not
BID YOU TO enter THE HOUSE OF
V

.'^1,;

WISDOM, BUT LEADS YOU TO THE
THRESHOLD OF YOUR OWN MIND.
- Kahli1 Gibran
/•

The School of Agriculture and Home Eco
nomics offers undergraduate programs lead
ing to the Bachelor of Science degree in Agri
cultural Sciences, Home Economics and
Hotel and Restaurant Administration. Grad

uate programs are offered leading to the
Master of Science degree in Agricultural Sci
ences and Home Economics. The programs

of study through the School are geared to

ward providing high quality training to stu
dents in their chosen areas of concentration

Colleges and Universities and Tuskegee Un. Tennessee State University's International

ECONOMICS

versity. The program focuses on researcj] Food and Agricultural Department Program
which will enhance the quality of life for a;! (IFAD) is supported through a Joint Memo

and preparing them for various career oppor
tunities or for further studies leading to ad
vanced degrees.

Cooperative Agricultural Research Program as well as other groups and organizations for
The Cooperative Agricultural Research Pre- the purpose of addressing critical needs and

THE SCHOOL
OF
AGRICULTURE
AND
HOME

gram (CARP) serves to fulfill the Univers'. issues that will result in a better quality of life

ty's mandate in agricultural research througi for people. Tennessee State University car
the School of Agricultural and Home Eco ries it's program statewide in concert with the
nomics. CARP receives funding on a yearlj' county agents and paraprofessionals to offer
basis through the United States Departmer.i educational services to the people.

of Agriculture (USDA), Cooperative State
Research Services (CSRS) under the Evant- International Food And Agricultural Depart

Allen appropriation to the 1890 Land-Grari

people.

with options in the following areas: Agribusi

ment

randum of Understanding (JMOU)/Program Support Grant (PSG). Through the
JMOU/PSG Grant, TSU has agreed to work

Department Of Agricultural Sciences

ness; Agricultural Education; Agricultural

Cooperative Extension Program

The Department of Agricultural Sciences of

Statistics; Agronomy; Animal Science; Food

The mission of the TSU Cooperative Exter. jointly with New Mexico State University,

fers curricula leading to the Bachelor of Sci
ence (B.S.) degree in Agricultural Sciences

Technology; Ornamental Horticulture; Pre-

sion Program is to extend educational infor. other universities and the United States

Veterinary Medicine; Resource Economics.

mation statewide to urban and rural famili^ Agency for International Development to-

THE SCHOOL
OF
AGRICULTURE
AND HOME
ECONOMICS

The department is accredited by American
Home Economics Association. There are two

majors and several options at the bachelor's
level and one degree at the associate level. A

degree in Home Economics Education pro
vides a base for many career opportunities of
which only one is teaching. Students in this
program gain competencies for many posi
tions in business, industry, cooperative exten

sion, and state and federal government. The

program in Early Childhood Development is
designed to prepare competent, qualified
teachers for work with children in nursery,

kindergarten and primary grades. Students
ward enhanceing the University's capabilities
to participate in international development

electing the associate degree program may

assistance activities worldwide.

after completion at two years of study. Stu

Department Of Home Economics

complete requirements for teacher certifica-

qualify for employment as teaching assistants
dents completing four years of study also

m
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tion at the kindergarten level. A special fea
ture of the program is the opportunity for
laboratory experiences with young children
prior to student teaching. A major in Home
Economics with concentration in Design pro
vides students having interest in development
of creative ability in overlapping design areas
in the immediate environment.

Department Of Hotel And Restaurant Administrtion

REGISTRATION

THE SCHOOL
OF
AGRICULTURE
AND HOME
ECONOMICS

Registriation is only one of the
unique experiences we as students, fac
ulty, and administration encounter at

and is one that we would like to avoid.

the start of each semester.

pre-registering students expect to have
their classes that they had enrolled in to

and wait until late registrtion. That does
not work either. There are still long
lines, and very few classes open. As the
years pass you learn that there is no
way around the trials and tribulations of

be there

registration. You have to take one step

It's always new rules, lots of ques
tions, no answers, and extremely long
days. Some complaints include: inconvience, long lines, and a process that
has yet to be designed efficiently. One
of the main problems that we usually
approach is computer failure. The sys

Administration offers a curriculum which

prepares its graduates for a career manage
ment positions in hotel and restaurant indus

The Only Headache Aspirin Can't Cure
Some Students try to avoid this diffi
cult process with pre-registration. By

when the semester starts.

However, we sometimes return only to
find out that we have been perged.

When all fees are paid, you have no
previous balance, and you are due a

tem is either too slow or it breaks

refund, one can only say "Why Me?"
but there are many other words that

career opportunities for students majoring in

down. "That class is closed" is a state

come to mind.

Hotel and Restaurant Adminstration.

ment that pops up a number of times

tries and for careers in hospitality manage
ment. The hospitality industry offers many

^4 Buyef

*4 Buyer Re9Stf3tion

at a time and pray that everything goes

smoothly. Don't forget that you will al
most always have problems with regis
tration.

"THAT'S WHY WE PRAY"

On the otherhand we try to be smart

6uy«r RegMmior

RICHARi),
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ATLANTA FASHION STUDY TOUR
PURPOSES; This fun-tUled educational fashion

study was designed to expose Fashion
Merchandising & Clothing/Textiles majors to
actual buying processes and steps retail buyers
must go through in order to purchase goods.
Other objectives Included to : expose majors to
view (see) one regional fashion market center In
the USA. get Ideas of career opportunities.
Interact & meet fashion professionals, learn the

Importance of "networking" and how It functions
in the corporate world. Increase Interests of

students in their majors, help Department
ralaln majors, and to be used as an indirect
recruiting tool for the Department of Home
Economics.

22 Academics
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School of Allied Health Professions
The School of Allied Health Professions is

designed to enroll students that are interested

in becoming licensed Allied Health Profes
sionals. The main objectives are to identify,

SCHOOL OF
ALLIED HEALTH

motivate, and recruit individuals with back

tal diseases and the maintenance of oral

grounds who possess academic potential to

health.

pursue careers in the Allied Health Profes

nation in accordance with professional ethi( range of chemical, microscopic and bateriaand in conformity with applicable feders logical procedures to assist the physician in
state and local statues and regulations.
identifying and treating diseases. Medical

SCHOOL OF
ALLIED HEALTH

Respiratory Therapy
The Respiratory Care Professionals play an

integral part in the rehabilitation of patients

cessfully completes the Medical Technology

others those tasks and roles essential to pro

suffering from a variety of cardiopulmonary
diseases. Whether in the Intensive Care Unit,
emergency room, rehabilitation clinic or even

bines knowledge of anatomy and physiolog; Program is eligible to take and the registry
disease processes, health care, health record examination offered by the Board of Registry

ductive living and to the mastery of self and

the patient's home, respiratory care practitio

the environment.

ners will be called upon to administer various
treatment modalities, medications, perform
diagnostic procedures and or manage sophis

technologists also type and crossmatch blood
Medical Record Administrator
The Medical Record Administrator con

samples for transfusions. A student who suc

sions.

Health Care Administration Planning
This program is designed to prepare an indi

Dental Hygiene
Dental Hygiene is a licensed professional
dental health education program with spe

vidual as a medical administrator to plan and
develop a health record system appropriate
for varying sizes and types of health care

cialized clinical and educational skills, who

works under the supervision of a licensed
dentist. The primary function of the dental
hygiene is to work with the dental health
team. An important aspect of a dental hygienist's work is that of providing information

facilities, organizations and agencies. Man
age personnel working in financial planning,
budgetary control, selection of equipment
and supplies, systems analysis and evaluation
of the effectiveness of departmental services.
Develop and implement policies and proce

health care delivery system.

injury, illness, emotional disorder, congenital
or developmental disability, or the aging pro

Medical Technology Program

cess. The fundamental concern is the life

related to the prevention and control of den-

dures for information handlinc and dissemi

The Medical Technologist performs a broal span to perform with satisfaction to self and

information management, computer scieno of the American Society of Clinical Patholoin service education and resource managi gists and upon passing this examination be
ment to provide health information servict comes certified as a Medical Technologist.

in all types of facilities. The medical recoi

Physical Therapy
Physical Therapists are health care profes

administrator is the professional responsib Occupational Therapy

basic and behavioral sciences to prevent or

for the management of health informatio Occupational Therapy involves evaluation,
systems consistent with the medical, admini: diagnosis, and or treatment of persons who
trative, ethical and legal requirements of th functioning has been impaired by physical

correct acute and chronic disorders of human

movement dysfunction. Direct patient ser
vices include evaluation planning, and pro
viding treatment programs, and patient edu

The Health Career Opportunity Program

cation. Other professional roles include

supervision, management, research, teaching

Tennessee State University campus and in or

in educational institutions, and consulting.

near the city of Nashville. Tennessee.

u
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Special Program Health Careers Opportuni
ty Programs
provides a six-week academic enrichment ex
perience for thirty eligible participants, who
will engage in the following activities on the

\

y

ticated life support equipment.

sionals who apply knowledge and skills from

\

The Department of Art

The Department of Art prepares students to
teach art on the elementary and secondary
level and offers courses which stimulate stu

dents to learn about art and express them

selves creatively as a part of their cultural
growth. The Art Department also guides stu

SCHOOL OF
ARTS
AND SCIENCES

Within the Department of Music you will The Department of Physics, Mathematics
find concentrations in two areas: vocal music and Computer Science
and instrumental music leading to the BachC' The Department seeks to provide programs
lor of Science degree in Music Education of study for those who desire to pursue an
with or without teacher certification. Yov undergraduate major or minor in computer
may also pursue a minor in commercial mu- science, mathematics or physics; or who de

sire to pursue the general degree program

SCHOOL OF
ARTS
AND SCIENCES

with a concentration in one of these disci

dents in the realization of the many ways that
school subjects.
The Department of Music

plines. The Department also provides services
to the University and the wider community

which are required and appropriate. The De

sual aids. It is the sincere goal of the Depart
ment of Art to show the relationship of art to

The Department of Music welcomes students
who are seriously committed to learning the
art of performing at a very high level and who

other academic areas with literacy and com
puter related training to help them keep pace
with changes brought about by computers in

other fields of learning, while counseling and

art affects their daily living, while acquaint

ing students with the arts of all people
through assigned reading, observation and vi

partment offers curricula leading toward two

the workplace, homes and schools.

are convinced that excellence should be the

undergraduate degrees in mathematics and
physics; Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of

The Department of Mathematics
The Department of Mathematics provides

encouraging students who show interest and

crowning glory of all endeavors, be they mu

Science.

ability for artistic growth to continue the

sical or otherwise. Whether your choice is
vocal or instrumental music, you and your

The Department of Computer Science

the training to enable graduates to enter
graduate school in mathematics or related
areas, while helping graduates to assume ca

study of art in its various forms so as to be
instrumental in placing art education in the
public school curriculum on a level with other

The Department of Computer Science pro

career objectives come first with the Depart

vides training to enable graduates to enter

reers as teachers of mathematics in second

ment of Music faculty.

graduate school, while providing majors from

ary schools.

1
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The Department of Physics

The Physics Department provides the train
ing to enable graduates to enter graduate
school in physics or related areas and to pro
vide the training to enable graduates to as

sume careers as teachers of physics and/or
physical sciences in secondary schools.

The Department of Biological Sciences

The curriculum of the Department of Biolog
ical Science is designed to fulfill the require
ments in the area of teacher education, pre-

professional training for the medical
branches, including health, environmental
and basic biological sciences. The biology
curriculum allows preparation with emphasis

SCHOOL OF
ARTS
AND SCIENCES

based on the student's interest in the areas of

The Department of Animal Science

secondary teacher education for teaching bi
ology, general science, chemistry, profession
al biology, zoology, botany-microbiology,
pre-medicine or pre-dentistry.
The Department of Plant Science
The Department of Plant Science will offer
courses leading to that Bachelor of Science

The Animal Science Department provides
opportunities for students to acquire a thor

ough and scientific knowledge of animal agri
culture.

This Department offers a curriculum leading

degree with options in agronomy and horti

to the Bachelor of Science degree in Animal
Science with major concentration in Pre-Vet-

culture.

erinary Medicine or Poultry Science: the

f:'"

Master of Science in Agricultural Science The Department of History and Political Sci
Training is offered in ail phases of animaj ence
management and the processing of animal The Department of History and Political Sci
products. In addition, in-depth knowledge o! ence offers a variety of programs and courses
various disciplines (physiology, nutrition, ge designed to prepare students for graduate or
netics, etc.) is incorporated into the program professional study and for careers in both the
public and private sectors.
The Department of Chemistry
The principle objectives of the Department ol Both history and political science degrees are
Chemistry are to instruct students in the ba-. offered, with a curriculum meeting teacher
sic principles and techniques of the variou; certification requirements available, if de
branches of chemistry. This program is t( sired.
educate the general public as well as student; The Department of History
in other areas of the importance of chcmistrj Students majoring in History may elect an
to the quality of the environment and every, undergraduate concentration in the area of
day living and to engage in research and pub, Public History. This option will help prepare
iication of new scientific information.

students for careers in archives, libraries, in
dustry, museums, historical sites, etc. The
curriculum in political science is designed to

SCHOOL OF
ARTS
AND SCIENCES

program seeks to provide students with the
intellectual means of not only understanding
social interaction, but also making society
better through their actions and increased

capacities to function more positively in a
continually evolving society.

The Department offers a program leading to
the Bachelor's degree in sociology. It also

promote the broad purposes of the College of
Arts and Sciences as well as to provide more

offers a Bachelor of Science degree program
with certification for leaching social studies.

intensive preparation for advanced study.

A wide range of courses is offered with spe

The courses aim to help students acquire

cial strengths in urban sociology, social psy
chology, social movements, and race rela

knowledge and attitudes which contribute to
more intelligent and responsible political be

tions.

haviors in a society and a world undergoing
rapid change.

The Department of Sociology
The Tennessee State University sociology

<1
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The Department of Social Work

The primary objective of the undergraduate
social work program is to provide an educa
tion which fosters growth in individual and

career development.

SCHOOL OF
ARTS
AND SCIENCES

The degree provides a competitive advantage
in many jobs, the possibility of advanced

FORMER
TSU
PRESIDENT

standing in some master's degree programs,

and the potential to become a licensed practi
tioner in a number of states.

Human diversity and the transactions be

tween people and their environments are em
phasized in the social and behavioral sci

BOARD OF
REGENTS
CHANCELLOR

ences. Social work courses provide
knowledge in social work practice theory, hu
man behavior, social welfare policy, and re
search.
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Tennessee's Highest Ranking Educator
When, a hundred years from
today. Tennessee historians record

/ UU

the true history of our times, they will
probably say that the Civil War ended
July. 1990, In Nashville when Dr.
Otis L. Floyd. Jr.. former President of

Tennessee State University was

m

appointed

by

Governor

Ned

McWherter as Chancellor of the

Tennessee

Higher

Education

Commission. He is the first African

American to hold this position.
For most of his career. Dr. Floyd
has approached his many positions
with a work-a-holic type dedication.

Otis L. Floyd, Jr. of Nashville
was the first Tennessee African
American chancellor of the

Tennessee Higher Education
Commission

This ferocious dedication seems . at

times, to exact a high toll, but Dr.
Floyd would always re-group and
come back with a new approach to a

Ai

crisis situation.

The Floyd interview took place at

picture of the loving, elegant wife.

themselves, as many great leaders
come from humble beginnings." Floyd
added, "1 am sending a signal to the

schools

as

well

What is so unusual about this

tastefully decorated home on a quiet

tranquil domestic scene is that the
Floyds have moved several times

Chancellor's

residence,

tree-lined street in Belle Meade.

Still full of boundless energy after

a series of meetings, Floyd spoke
candidly about his lengthy career as
an educator. Dr. Floyd said,
"Accomplishing a goal means a lot to
me." He stated further. "Providing
quality education is a challenge
because we have many options to
offer in this state." Floyd rated
,m/' -fi'

The ChanceUor said he believes his

position will inspire others from
humble backgrounds, "to believe in

vocational

a

the

V V

as

community and four-year colleges,
Mildred Floyd presents the classic

Tennessee's numerous technical and

young African-American males that

because of his promotions, and she
supported and encouraged her

they may have to work one hundred

husband each time.

hard

Dr. Floyd said that his success has
been greatly influenced by the strong
support of his wife, whom he has
known since the eighth grade. He

perserverence, success will certainly

percent harder than others, but with

work,

education.

and

come."

Dr. Floyd expressed sincere

appreciation and gratitude for the

added. "Mildred is a person who
understands Otis Floyd. It helps when

support he has received from his

you have someone who loves,

community.^

family, friends, colleagues and the

encourages, and supports you."
CONTEMPORA • OCT/NOV/DEC
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School of Business

Professional education for business leadership
is essentially a development associated with

WELCOME, DR. COX!

School Of
Business

agement, and Economics and Finance) and on
the MBA level.

seminars and workshops as well as negotiates,

ly and staff expertise. The School of Business
also expands the knowledge base in business
disciplines through scholarly research by the
faculty and provides assistance to the commu

nity through the Tennessee Regional Small

Business Development Center, the Small Busi
ness Institute, and the Small Business Incuba

t
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In addition to the School's traditional objective

of providing career preparation through a qual
ity program of instruction at both the under
graduate and graduate level, the School also

The School's Office of Public Service offers

non-credit and continuing education credit

this nation and this century. The School of
Business at TSU has contributed and continues

to contribute to the regional and national busi
ness environment by preparing students with
essential knowledge in four undergraduate
fields (Accounting and Law. Business Admin
istration, Business Education and Office Man

ership.

tion Center. Students participate in practical,
specialized cases relevant to small businesses
through the SBDC and the Incubation Center

as they prepare today for future business lead

provided technical assistance to members of
private firms, public and non-profit agencies,
and to the general public within areas of facul-

schedules, and oversees the implemtation of
training contracts with the local and regional
business leadership.
Business students participate in a myriad of
business organizations which enables them to
develop leadership skills and the ability to re
late effectively to others. Active business orga
nizations include Delta Mu Delta National

Honor Society in Business Administration, Pi
Omega Pi National Business Teacher, Educa
tion Honor Society, Phi Gamma Nu National
Professional Society in Business, Phi Beta
Lamda National Business Fraternity, Ameri
can Society
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This year we at Tennessee State University were pleased to hear that President Otis Floyd had been promoted
to Chancellor of the Board of Regents, Nashville, Tennessee. We were however at the same time verv
disappointed to sec him leave the grounds of TSU.

'

Vice-President George Cox, as a result of Floyd's promotion was also promoted to the position of Interim
President of Tennessee State University. In the earlier part of first semester (Fall 1990)
Qcorc C
formally introduced to the Student Body. Faculty and Staff during a convocation. Durinn ihi<;

Students, Faculty and Staff. Cox reminded us of the importance of education and the importance to

h Id

the reputation behind the words Tennessee State University. Although, It was stressed throughout the duration
of his speech, Dr. Cox, concluded his speech by saying not only how trilled he was at obtaining the position of

Interim President but also that he would carry out all the assigned duties of his position. He expressed thai the
support from the members of the University would be enough determination to keep him going through ihe
stormy waters he would be destined to face ahead. Dr. Cox. on behalf of the Tennessee State Student Body we
the members of the Tennessean welcome you into your new position. Congratulations Dr Cox'
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for Personnel Administration, the Account

ing Club, and the School of Business Student
Coalition.
Nashville Business Incubation Center

The Nashville Business Incubation Center

(NBIC) is one of the outreach programs of

SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS

the TSU School of Business. Planning for the

Center began in 1983 between TSU,the Ten
nessee Valley Authority (TVA) and Growth
Enterprises Nashville, Inc. (GENI), a 20-

primary site of the Avon Williams, Jr., Cam
pus of TSU. The newly constructed building
has accommodations for 10 small businesses,

member group of Nashville business persons. where such businesses are housed and nur
tured through a structured three-year pro
This three-way partnership was formed to ce
ment the working relationship between the gram of operation. The center's motto,
University and the surrounding business "From Acorns to Mighty Oaks," reflects its
community.
objectives, to; 1) produce viable, independent
NBIC was formally opened in June 1986
as Nashville's first business incubator. It is
located across 10th Avenue North from the

small businesses, thus reversing the vailure
rate usually associated with the first three

years of operation; 2) assist in job creation, in

targeted, economically deprived areas of tl Center into the community, a spinoff effect
city; 3) contribute to the economic stabiliz should be created through interaction with

tion of the North Nashville community. Tl existing community businesses and, assuming
NBIC site is in an area traditionally markt continued growth, more and more employ

by high unemployment and low average p
capita income, yet it is readily accessible

ment of area residents and utilization of un

the downtown business district. Because it staff are Director Carroll V. Kroeger, MBA,

also serves as a living laboratory for busine tor Jennie W. Lemons, MBA, Tennessee

students to observe and participate in tl State University.

operation of small businesses.
The Small Business Institute Program
The Center offers below-market rent

The SB! Program and The Student/Client
space, on-site managerial/technical assi Relationship One of the most exciting aspects
tance and shared support service to its res of the SBl Program is the student/client rela

dent businesses. This, in turn, reduces tl tionship. Students today are very much con
company's overhead and permits the busine cerned with the relevance of education. Many

to retain more funds for growth and develo] of them ask "Will these courses prepare me
to make actual decisions when 1 am confront-

has the opportunity to obtain excellent pro
fessional assistance that would perhaps cost
thousands of dollars and many man hours

BUSINESS

used land, buildings, and facilities. NBIC's

a portion of the Avonn Williams Campus, Vanderbilt University, and Assistant Direc

ment. As the companies progress from tl

SCHOOL OF

free of charge. The student/client relation
ship culminates with the assistance team pro
viding the client with a final report which

ed with real problems?" They feel a need to

details

test their knowledge through an experience

courses of action for business improvement.
The SBI Program is designed to be a

which requires solutions to real problems, not

by a classroom or textbook case which may
be static or even contrived.

the

team's recommendations and

meaningful experience for all involved with
particular benefits being derived by the small

The SBI's small business clients and their

business owner. It is hoped that the business

problems provide and excellent mechanism
for satisfying this need for relevance. At the

owners will take time to assess his business

same time SB! clients have the unique oppor
tunity to utilize student and faculty resources
to assist them with their small business con

cerns. The small business owner in essence.

A

-o' V'

concern areas and provide the student team
with all the information they will need to
provide the business owner with substantive
recommendations at the end of the consulting
period.

The Department of Teaching and Learning
The Department of Teaching and Learning
has generally been aimed at individuals who

are pursuing teaching careers. It offers three
particular fields of study. They are: Elemen
tary, Secondary, and Special Education. The
program addresses course requirements for
all university departments offering teacher
certification programs. The emphasis is on
teaching grades kindergarten to twelfth. The

degree of Bachelor is achieved on completion
of departmental requirements. The special

SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

These specialized programs are designed ic The Department of Psychology
compliment a career choice with experientt The Department of Psychology has a broad
and knowledge. On a graduate level 3 degree; array of area interests. Maybe in the form of
are offered. They are: Masters of Arts it background learning. Fields such as teaching,
Education, Masters of Education, and Tht

socialwork, mental health professions, per

are but a few career choices. Many of the

Masters of Sciences in Recreation. At thf

sonnel, school counselors as well as those

man and women in this field indulge further
to become Supervisors, Superintendent, Uni
versity Professors, Counselors, and Princi
pals. The staffs ready assistance and guid
ance gives the student much needed support.

end of the University requirements, thi

seeking it as a major; need this type of clinical
practice. The university project centers gives

teacher certification is awarded.

students the opportunity to apply knowledge
obtained during the course of their academic
career. Upon the completion of required

SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

T.S.U.

Doctoral degree in one or more of the field
choices. The department trains for adminis
trative positions such as supervisors, superin
tendents, and principals in the school system.
Higher education degrees are also offered in
this department.

courses and field experience, a Bachelors of

education program offers additional training
for special education at the graduate levels.

The Department of Health, Physical Educa

Sciences is awarded. The experience proves

tion, and Recreation

to be of great advantage to the student.

Graduates of this program venture to many

The Department of HPER offers a variety of
specialized programs. Pre Physical Therapy,

The Department of Educational Administra

sights range throughout Middle Tennessee

Health Instruction, Physical Education for

tion and Supervision

from 10 to 12 different locations. It is dedi

grades K-12, Coaching, Sports Management,
Sports Communication, and Recreation.

The graduate program EA and S offers much
to its graduates. Specialists, Masters, and

cated to the students, and this is the primary

areas. Developmental Technicians, Advo
cates, Consultants, Program Coordinators,
Research assistants, and Teacher Counselors

majority of their students. It is ranked one of
the largest and most efficent departments at

The Doctoral program offered by this depart
ment is based on a general foundation or

common knowledge of the profession. Class

reason for the EA and S to turn out the
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School of Engineering and Technology
The Tennessee State University School of

Engineering and Technology was established
in 1948 as the Division of Engineering, and
was elevated to the status of a school in 1951

when Tennessee A&I State College achieved

SCHOOL OF

ENGINEERING

tectural Engineering program are now regis George Washington, was a Civil engineer by
tered professional architects or engineers whc profession.
are in private practice, self-employed, em-'
ployed in industry as architects, constructors Civil engineering is a broad term which in
instructors, construction managers, structur cludes structural, highway, transportation,
al engineers, environmental engineers, nava hydraulic, sanitary, and soil engineering. The

ally accredited programs in Architectural

AND
TECHNOLOGY

Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineer

Architectural Engineering is the profession

ing, as well as a graduate program in Engi
neering and a program in Industrial Arts and
Technology. Over the years, the School has

of designing buildings and other person-made

Department of Civil Engineering
cluding methods of structural design of build
Originally, the entire engineering discipline ings, bridges and dams; the planning and

environments, emphasizing engineering prin

was divided into only two areas of study, ci design of transportation systems, the plan

ciples. The Department of Architectural En

trained a substantial number of the minority

gineering offers a thorough background in

engineers in the United States, and brought
national recognition to the state of Tennes-

architectural subjects; such as architectural

university status. The School of Engineering
offers curricula leading to degrees in nation

design, methods of construction, building
equipment, and office practice and ethics.

Department of Architectural Engineering

The vast majority of graduates of our Archi

architects, estimators, and specification writ- Civil Engineering department at Tennessee
Stale University is designed to expose stu
dents to all facets of Civil Engineering in

preparing them for careers in the public or

SCHOOL OF

private sector. The department has a special
arrangement with MIT — Lincoln Laborato

ENGINEERING

ries in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and the

AND
TECHNOLOGY

land, Ohio which provide our students an

NASA — Lewis Research Center in Cleve

opportunity to work with their scientists dur

ing the Summer months. Summer employ
ment is also available with companies such as
Bell Laboratories, IBM, Xerox Corporation,

ponents-from a micro-electronic ship in a
digital watch to a communication satellite in

and other industries.

vilian engineering and military engineering. ning and design of water supply and sanitary
As the body of information increased and systems: and techniques to curb air and water

space; from a simple appliance like an elec

Department of Mechanical Engineering

tric toothbrush to the largest electric power

Mechanical Engineers are concerned with

became more and more diversified, it became pollution.
necessary to subdivide engineering into the

generator.

the production, transmission and use of ener

disciplines of Civil, Architectural, Electrical, Department of Electrical Engineering
Environmental, Mechanical, etc. It is inter Electrical Engineering is a field which en
esting to note that our nation's first president, compasses a wide variety of systems and com-

The Bachelor of Science program in Electri

chines that produce power such as internal

gy. The design, develop and manufacture ma
cal Engineering at TSU is designed to pro

combustion engines, steam and gas turbines,

vide the students a broad base of knowledge.

jet and rocket engines and nuclear reactors.
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SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING
AND
TECHNOLOGY

dents may orient their program toward the

worth of any curriculum of study can be mea

Thermal Sciences, Machine Design, Materi
als Engineering, or Industrial Engineering.

sured by the success of its graduates. Alumni

landgrant institution in an urban setting. Standing

ogy has functioned as a major instructional

Arts and Technology department. Among
our graduates is the only black pilot who has

the orehards of peach trees whose twings are being
planted in the soils of Africa, the cattle grazing,

unit of Tennessee State University since its

been a regular member of the famous Thun-

and the quiet waters of the Cumberland River
gently nudging the edges of the farmlands. From
the balcony that partially encircles the large build

Department of Industrial Arts and Technol
ogy

The Department of Industrial and Technol
doors were first opened in 1912.

Their task is also to design, develop and pro
duce machines thai use power such as refrig
eration and air conditioning equipment, ma
chine tools, steel mills and many others. The
Mechanical Engineering program at TSU of
fers a comprehensive course of study in which
the fundamentals of engineering are taught

Graduate study at Tennessee Slate University is a

of the Department of Industrial Arts and
Technology hold various national distinc
tions. Eight percent of the nation's black air
line pilots are graduates of our Industrial

derbirds U.S.A.F. Flight Exhibition Team,
and a number of our alumni are involved in

Programs are offered by the department
leading to a Bachelor of Science Degree with
options in four basic curriculum areas; Tech
nical Aeronautics; Industrial Arts Education;
Industrial Technology; and Transportation

research and development of technological
advances.

total experience rural and urban, for TSU is a
on one of the highest knolls of the Main Campus,
one sees the luscious green experimental farms,

ing of the Avon N. Williams, Jr. Campus, one
becomes a part of the Capitol guarded by the
statue of President Andrew Jackson, the building
that husband the government of Tennessee, the
performing arts center, the banking center, whose
personnel are students on the campuses.

GRADUATE
SCHOOL
tude of the Graduate Faculty that make graduate
study a total experience. They are the people to
whom the students look for instruction, challenge,
counsel, and inspiration. The multi-ethnic gradu

ate faculty, more the 90 percent of whom hold the
doctoral degree from eminent colleges and univer

Thus, we invite you to engage in graduate study, a

sities, here and abroad, and all of whom are re

total experience, at Tennessee State University,

searchers on their areas are personally concerned

the ONLY public university in Nashville empow
ered to award these degrees: Master's, Specialist

that the students decide to follow or enrich them

selves in, the Tennessee State University graduate

in Education, Doctor of Education and Doctor of

experience will give them a firm foundation or a
healthy extension.

Philosophy. During this years self-study there have
been some changes to the offering in Education,
be sure to speak with the head of the program you

The curriculum is flexible, filled with quality, the

are interested in.

Services and Technology. The department

and a broad foundation is established for the

also offers an Associate of Science Degree in

pursuit of specialized areas in this field. Stu-

Fire Science. It can be said that the true

Though the setting of Tennessee Slate University
is nostalgic and bustling, it is the quality and atti-

\

personal needs of its multi-ethnic student body,
many of whom are seeking ideas to plant and
nurture on foreign soil. Classes are small to permit
free exchange of ideas of all cultures within a
structured period designed to inspire independent
thinking and originality in the search for knowl
edge and truth, and to improve skills in selected
professions and occupations.

essential ingredient from study designed to fit the

The School of Nursing contributes to the
health and welfare of the citizens of Tennessee

THE SCHOOL

by preparing registered nurses care in many
different settings. The School of Nursing of

OF

fers two degrees; an associate of applied sci
ence degree (two year program) and a bacca
laureate degree (four year program). Both

NURSING
monly occurring illnesses in acute or extended

programs are approved by the Tennessee

care settings. Baccalaureate Nursing Degree

Board of Nurse Examiners and accredited by

the National league for Nursing. Graduates of

Program. This program is designed to prepare
a generalist in nursing for entry into practice at

both programs are eligible to take the

the professional level. Based on a broad liberal

NCLEX-RN licensing examination. Associate

arts foundation, the four-year course of study

of Applied Science In Nursing Degree The

aims to enhance the skills of the learner to

two-year program is designed to prepare

obtain maximum potential for functioning in a
changing society, develop leadership compe

nurses who can assess patient needs, develop a

plan of care, implement the plan of care skill
fully, and evaluate the effectiveness of the care
given. Care is provided to clients with com-

tiated in 1985. It has been very successful in

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

assisting students bridge the gap from high
school preparation to college success. Reten
tion studies show that since the program's

University College
The University College Program addresses

inception, 85% of all its freshmen students re-

the special needs of all entering students.

terest; and have met conditions of admission

cnroll and achieve at higher rates than those Since its beginning in 1983, it has provided
scoring 16 or above on the ACT. May 1989 an opportunity to explore career goals before
Was the first graduation class which included deciding on a major.
ormer developmental studies students. We
are proud of this program which encourages Different college departments work together
and supports students academically, provid- as the university college to provide not only

to the degree-granting school and depart
ment. One may enrol! in 100 and 200 level

The Developmental Studies Program
The Developmental Studies Program was ini

tencies, and improve quality of life. Profession
al nursing practice is directed toward assisting

^ng a good foundation for motivation, high

persons to achieve optimal health

® "Csteem, and academic success.

_

freshmen, but older students and re-entering

Curriculum: general education courses, sug

gested electives for the completion of the first
two years of the four year Baccalaureat de
gree program; appropriate remedial and de
velopmental studies courses, career fields,
and occupations before declaring a major in

courses offered through the U.C. are orienta

tion, English, Foreign Language, Art, Music,
Philosophy, Mathematics, Computer Litera
cy, Biology, Chemistry, History, Social and
Physical Education.

students with an academic base.
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Gibson, hard at work giving new meaning to the words designer jeans
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and Sir Jhames Lawson

Pmi
Darrell Mc Clain, Walter Graham. Airell Harris, Richard Grifrin. Jeff Carr.
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Mini-t wissNni

Tcfiftcssoe SUjle Unlvcrjtys(u(Sc»i5\^holook

Am//

over ISicadiiuiibuj-sittin i (>Liilili WciJni^^iay
luJ a
list Qt f;nnc>(tiRJ.(uKcn5C[an!(ely.
pnjtxibly wercn'lcnuuR^iluwtolfiinvijot i'«(HrsL
lUiUdC sludentsuiikl Uiu lilUc lliln(?N«cre£iJ4Jl(iAup.

Ihi'ysiilU UtryTcllrL'Ouflivifi^aiKJ$lud)iii^ In tuiiUoAii

1)K«ysjid Uipy w-aiit Io kncnv wby the new bulidi
lliey liuvc been prun.i5-ed haven't uulerl:ilU(\lnnd wby
lilt* bulMin^ ttial have been renosnled seen:to be toll*

REBELS WITH A CAUSE

Injtnpjrt.

i IIIli phi t'C Cvt<y to clbilk(be complaints up Id Irro*
S|Kqt<Jblc SeOdUrilsvului tliruw Irisli nruund utKl cxprrt
IK1ftiif oIm* io|uok It Uji.

Obvluii^ly.tiicn: b wiw ot Ilij( •m l)icT^tjcampus—
tmyctimpus.
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Ml, /Vm11liey Jilu't utulrislatid I(.elltier.
J :ir.i 11;irl Udoi11,:i k\iuncd iirniiLitilK'n Ic.icbtT.sold
slielind :in(iccJ5URtelUinjjVkTCuv;(be Mnd day sfic
Atep{vd vn campus.One day iISU uck hcf- Honeot Ihc
elnrk'iu n coiniHi^uoi keU.

"1licfv Is(uX 0 situcle»(ulI in 11le wenicn'sbaUimuni
Ui.'d lilu Iatchc:iicibally werl;.*'sJle.suld. TluU'sstnall

TSU sit-in wears on with no solution
second floorofthe main campus Bdministmtton
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on tbe reslenaUons." beadded.
Student lesdeis metwlib Gavid Welko-.a repre

NaslivtJleandlherenMs^oflbreeadniinis-

ify-'L
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Y'f
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tor more wan B weeK,

oVti/ns au litlle
liiili: tired"
tired"
Veiling
while otben areattend.
Ingclrsesandlolitlng the protest part-time.
"1 go to the protest during Ihe day,when I'm

down here,"said senior Krlsla)anrk, who has
cl£®eson both the main and do-wntown campuses.
"Fve never spent the night, but T'mdcfinllely
supportive.

AJltiatllme.ourouoot sludents occupied the

SHEtLA WISSNER
•

'w

spect Tennessee State University's cafeteria

year,an official said.
Meanwhile,a TSU official said the university
to maintain the good rating achieved in the
iTwst recent inspection Feb.22.

living conditions at TSU have complained about
the problem.

Based on the low inspeciion scores TSU has

.Student protesters — wlio currently are on a
ria in a "manife.slo" outlining deficienc ies at
the university(hey want corrected,

StiidenLstisked tluil a.sludy be made nfeciuipnient ncerl.s In Ihe cafcloria and Hint "emergen
cy monies he tippropnaled in bring the physicai
t liini tij I'

2.\,( iiliiiiiii .)

BufoidsaM Annie Ncanstrsvlcepniiclent for

As TSU stu

dents disgrun
tled with cam

pus conditions
occupied the
administration

building,
above, Tennes

see

Highway

Patrol tactical

officers, at
left, stood

"The facultysenatedidn't seem logofortb"
Johnson said despite atUrtsrsof thetan^bypi

test from membersof lite legislature'sBla^
Caucusand others,tbe SGA willconQnue tbepro
test as longas there Isstudentsurpatl

"rm notgoingtosenie foronyllibtglessIbao

what thei,:udents.collectlvc4y.wanI,"bcadded

Sudentsere returningtoclassesas(be proteS

"I believe well be here until tbe Issues arcad
dressed to oursaltsfacUon."thcstudent leader

weafsoit

said. ■

atadcmlcaffalis,has recdved reporo that more

Piisddoflt Otis Fle^'d lutSKild he hopes LTe new bdid*

jkit;s w 11;nitnict more^ludeRis(o TSU.Morestudents wUJ
nKutn moreslate muney.
Dul iil(his palRUTSU isfryingtuplay caichup froma
lu^lhanuds'nniafieous iwition.
TlIC charju^s llui( TSU adn u nudralonaredrao;Jiu;
(heir fiv( OR(he campicsconrirucliun projects probably
arcnT il&Iilied.Tlieynrc fallawliigsclledulfs laid oul in
(Ile ui.Vv(c( plan,-SIate officialsi^ciy (lie work Isun(ar};ct
bui thai nuijor buildni^ piofOCLs lake ilittc and proper
plaiuuRfv
S luin (o I'Adl*. 2(i.C\>luaui 1

Students: TSU's Floyd

*lost in Twilight Zone'
ROB HINGHAM

nes,moderate dehydration, nausea and diarrhea,the

SlaJI liriwr

hospital spokesman said.

s)ty students aodsome fatnilty membeissay tbey will give up theirspring

Faculty membeis also havegiven
theirsupportto the protesting stu

break to support

dents.Lawsonsald.

downtown ^t-in

"They are In full support of us.We
have a list of potential teachers who
will tutor us" duilDg spring break,
Lawsonsald.

"Several faculty members tiave ex-

n^ent Assodadon at TSU.Spring

theirspiing holiday and work with

break is due to start March 12.

ihestudents," Raymond Richardson,
head of TSUs ptiysics, math and com

Meanwhile,a hungerstrike by nine
putersdencedepartmeat,said Fri
SGA leaders eniered Its second day
day in a press conference.yesterday asstudents tested on liq

Students involved in nine days of protests of

hunger strike — complained about the cafete

spile the proles.

representative of the Student CJovem- presed tbeir Interest in givingup

said."We made them throw it away."

shonuriaspecii.,nci(k-.'

TSU spokeswoman Juanita Bufonlsald cfases

were proceedingnormally on both campusesde-

face," Johnsonsaid.

older builiUnt^schcduItxl turcoaslmctloo under(he
S tbU ad Ilion Rosier pUm arc finished? WUt theslnte

iiipKcsurelSU nos ihe nwncy to maintain tbe buUd*
Injti?

Friday.

gotiaUons."said SirJhams Lawsoo,a

"We embargoed quite a bit of food." Rowland

establishments,so we are looking into the probability of putting some of iliese people on a

-WeVe kepla pi^ good nucleusthroughout

meal wurnuUs.

Tlkcs(:i(c vayz unlvcrsiiit^ ''«Mrd]iv;(o cjirotlmcnt,!>«>
TSU luis lew money to Ruiiiuiiu more bkiildliiftspoc<L
Wtukt will Ipjppen wticR(he new cnnipuseenler and

and the hungerstrike which b^n

"We will be here duringsprlog
break and untU we are given fair ne-

inspection for the Metro Health Department.

some places are not in as good a shape as other

"We'd llketogeitbe students inandOtisHoyd
aod let him moke a propcslUon to Uiem tats Co

dltortuia

boilie sludeoisand (ucully bLiiaeodminlslXBloi^ Tur
ituiDv of(ticM prublcns—and insomecase,pertops,
ripiiiiyivo,
Dul TSU sLsd liasprobieiis cnuscJ by flat cnrolimcal
and nil over^upply ut stvice.
A sLiic roiHitl isAiicti last ycjr indiciiles Ihut TSUoclually ti;is nwre budding&pcce tu Kulnialii ttion IbcciuvU'

Staff l^rtter

tbea

mj..

Antliony Johnson.SIjA vice president,soldtbe
studentsproposed a meetingbetweenTSU Pred-

fjxiurcs, Ihe dona bathroonswiib njslodstalls

SCA leaders will continue thesit-ln

Ifstudetif densmds ore not met by

The cafeteria at TSU was closed one day in

nooa

Hesaid between ISSand ITS protestingstudents
"bed down"esch olghL

lheprolest."hesald.
"AcoupleatiwirtearelnandODL Some people
are going to claaits."

Anyone U'bo has vnikcd around Iheoripasrci*

cui sec(lie noinl pevlmg uiribe wdSs.(be bn*keu bglil

nORREN KLAlgNtT7.FR
pTotesUfig Tennessee State Uoiver-

has plans in place to ensure the cafeteria is able

sentallveofiheTSU facultysenate yesterday afte<

den;oils FlOyd and Ihestudents lo tbe cairgxtsnu

hit TSU protests

more often because of a multitude of health vio

lations found during inspections this school

~Ve want(uU amocstyand asatlsfiictofyarswr

Carrsaid be hasbees out"encourBelog more
people lofoln Iheprotest."

Spring break won't

Staff Writer

"State law requires iaspectioas once ciicli six

Qarksald.

tratois—hnstieptsome .
studenBoulofschoo!
JeffCarr
Jeff Carr

ed laa Wedoesdny.

months," Rowland said."We are aware Ihiit

"Some of my class«.have been halfwayempty."

J

Slid he has not been loclasslncethe proteststart

cycle, Rowland said yeslerday,

back tothe dassnnffl.too,"
Both Clark and Carruoled that studentebsencee
are epperantlnsofneclasroonis,

^

Jell Corr.preSdenl oMhe Student Government
j^ssoclallon,vrtiich org-mtted the prntesd effart

received this academic year,(he university's
cafeteria will be put on a shorter inspeciion

neiy for ttKsestudents Involved.
"['mgetlliigallltletlied."Chtrsald.
"I'd like logetto thepoint where wecould go

,?

;S* -

"Ourundcistnndlngls thatstudentsare wtrtlni

delerlorallngbulldlD^and broken proRdstsabotif
(^sald he will remain at tbe stMnuntil"Weg
Improvements,and noweenlets on tbe tssueofami ourdemandsmeL"
i

=V5,

TTiesll-ln —almedat Sj>i
brtngmgatwulchanees

The demonstration b^an with student claimsof

duwa"

",'s furas I know,it's not disrupting anycUrscs
Uwdemcnstnitlon InsnJfbv Some are goingto
school offand on anyway."

in IbcrvMrooninLIhe

sludcnl umuo hist vrceksnylngbow II justdra^mcni

Buford said.

r,

losnowthelrsupporL

of angry students

September because of numerous violations and
wasIn danger of being closed a second time in
February,said Jerry Rowland, director of food

evcrslnce.

droppedlnoccastoflaJly - . ^4^

Not just a problem

The Metro Health Department plans to in

downlovm campusThursdayand has been Ibere

» '-s
rj

guy's downtown campus "
yesterday, wtileoUiere

hulldlnE for tbe day.Tie protestshifted lo the

and minor, but {lieiird

uids to press TSU President Otis
{cioyd to grantomacsty to students

"They will do everything In their
power to help make up the work tbe

p^dpetlnglnthe lOdays of protests

students have missed," be said.

and sit-ins.
Students look over the downtown

"With the help of the students and
faculty,the students may turn thissli-

campus tHiUdlng 10 days ago and
refuse to leave until they are granted

son said.

uflfinn around and do well,"Richard

uQCOoditlonal amnes^.The last offer
Ysterday,students from Howard
University in WostUngton.D.C,ar
[0students frooi Royd was a six-

As chancesforan agreement between protesting
TcfuiesseeStale University students and TSU Presi
dent Otis Floyd appear to dwindle some hunger
sinkerasay they are begimungio nibble.
Student leaders rejeaed yesterday Royd'soffer of
"spcciaJ resirictiotw" applying to students involved in
the protest on the downtown campus.
Tbcy charged Royd with "fi^bnga battleof
semantics," ofbeing"lc6t in the Twilight Zone"and
"htadhuniing"loevpell protest leadere.said Student

Government Association Vice President Anthony
Johnson.

"He hasn't offered anything different from two
wceksago." Johnson said."Il'sabanieofsemanucs,

for betterllvlngcondJBoib in TSU

dorinllories.

bawson said he didn't know bow
many of tlie iwotestingstudents would

pve up theirweek's vacahon b^inningon March 12,buthe said the nine

A year a^,Howard students held a
similar sit-in at their administration

building. They demanded thai Lee Ai-

water,cbaln^ of tbe Republican

dent affairs,and called for no further demonstrations

siudenLs were treated for fast-related symptoms Tues
day night at Meharry-Hubbard Hospital.

ways and unaulhomed use of office telephones.

"Don't pet me wrong.I'd would love to enjoy a good
meal,but the cause means more to me than that,"
Johnson said.

sons."

knowweU.

Royd.reached at his office last night,refused com
ment on yesterday's developments.

resulungln destruction of properly,interference with

return to Wasbingioa today.

Tne students are protesting in part

the past two weeks.

"satisfy the whim of u doctor" after tie and two other

Rick Grilfia who said he began fa.stinglast Thurs
day.ale for the flisi time yesterday "lor medical rea

campus.

fers of probation,condiuonal probation and condition
al settlement,aiJ offered by the administration over

approval" by the office of the vice president for stu

Johnson said he ate"some crackers" yesterday to

moral support They are scheduled to
About 47 students drove 13 hours to

sity rules" were no differentfrom earlier rejected Of

Yesterday's terms of "sptxiial restrictions" includ
ed a stipulalionthatSGA activities must have "prior

dent leadeis reeded thm

lend their support In a situation they

students whoexlilblted conduct In violation of univer

and the students are intelligent enough not to fall for

rived at the downtown campus to give

day-long occupation of the TSU ad
ministration building on the main

Meanwhile,another day of combative willpowers
set in assnidenis rejecled Royd's latest offer.
Can-said the terms of the"special restrictions for

it."

cnooth probeOao for students, butstu
Tne protestsstarted Feb.21 with a

Graham and McQain alongwKh protest leader Jeff
Chrr.SCA president, all claim they have not eaten
since the fast began Friday night

"It wasn't any bid deal,"Griilin said."I just needed
some food."

A hospiuil spokesman said the three students treat

ed at Meharry — Darryi McQaia Walter Graham
and Anihonv Johnson — were led intravenously with
dextrose to increase their electrolyte levels.
Siudeni.s weresuflenng from headaches, weak-

daily operation or office routine, blocking passage-

"It's the exactsame stuffjust worded differenUy."
Carrsaid.
Carr and otherstudent leaders reiiertHed their

pledge to seek full amnesty before leaving the down
town campus building and demanded tfiat the admm-

islration "provide a breakdown of money spent in the
past five ycam."
Frustrated stale Rep.Lois DeDerry, D-Mempltis,
played Ihe role of miermedmry between Ihestudents
and administration.

"The whole thing has gone on loo long." DeUerrysairt yesterday."We need lo bnng tins loan end. bui
f'vcdoneall 1 can do." ■

National Committee,be removed

from the university's board of trustees-B

watch outside

during

last

week's

pro

tests.
Mke Dubose,
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On Tuesday, February 20, 1990,
students

at

Tennessee

State

University held a rally in Hazael
Welton Plaza to discuss current
conditions at the school.

From

there, these students went straight

The sit-in was to protest various

conditions around the campus.
The demands included:

1. the Resignation of Dr Johnny
Sheppard,

Vice-President

of

Student Affairs

2. the Resignation of Dean Vaughn
Little, Dean of Resident Life

3. providing an

effective and

' fi.

V

w

V

r

3 *lunch count 1

Students say CGve/t racism is
IIMH VlOOIit-

'

« ••• .

BlSCK HlStOry
■■#%&■■■■■■

InlWii.ftudCTLcalNastivHiesWacKcol-

lt-t«i|oire<itprc~:ioanacxas!.'siemma!de-

nieiMheni^iT.-ueaiuiwnW'j.'n lunchcouni-

BTB

economic security, racism
has
ecnnomicsecurity,
racism In
In America
Amencahas

B_JbB

cordinglo elleyWIIIiams.MtjiaiTystudoni
bcCyprcsiccnL

L'hforTunalely. many black5(ceHhaibe
blacks (eel thai be
L'nforTunalely.nonj

cause they have reached a certain level o(
causcUieynavercachedacenainlevrtoI

Meharry hasa role model propam with Clevel (ifin-ar.dsixlh-grade students, she s.md"We're irying lo offer oursclvs. not so
much as tutors, hut asposiOve role models so

ended. Raynor said.
And 311 > ear: later. <3Jdeni leaders at those
5.nmu schixjls — Amencan Bapus College,

Bui the unequal numbers o( unemploymem and URder-emplnymenl between whiles

i-i-K Universiiy. Slel'iury Medical Collese

and blacks createsan anequai econotiuc clitnate o( haves and have-nots, Allison said.

.inQTcnne-see Slate L'tuversity — all say
thatiPey navea lunch counter battle lowin.

1980s
sit-ins:

'or.

'In the lltShs the nwiunch counler ;s eco

nomic eo'jaiity. said KeiUi Allisoa Student
OovenuneniAsscciaiton president at Amen
can Bapiisi.
Their battle, iheysay, is harder tofirlit becautte auvi the.-e are nosigns displayed lelline them 'n-here they can and cannol go.

'1 ihicK'hatlhebaiUeinihisdayand age
isa liitie h;irder because ine enemy nas eone
anoctzrountj.■' said Jelf Carr.snideni bnov
oresiaeni at TSU.

Looking back
mucn more dangerous because you'd rather
luiDft-wnoyourenemy is.'
Fightingconcealed racism is harder, said

thiil they can sen. d tbey want something,
they can acheive iL" Williams said

^ irionuiyingCsludenis in upper elemen-

lary grades, she said she believes some of the

Fiaiur^ihe " underground" enemy is

children can be saved from nesiuvc Influ

moredilllculi but ispocible inrougn eduaitionano ine Kno'wiedEeitiaicanbe^ned
Trom elders who (ouehtibe battle in the

ences.

"If we cm show Uiese younger kids Ihai

youdom have to go around and have a kid to

1R64S. the student leaders said.

"First o( all we need to educate our people
that racism sdll easts." Raynor said.
Some blacks feel dial because they tire

besometodi and becaice the drug dealer
drives a nice car. Uial's not the way to go — If

"middle<las.' ail blacks are doing OK. she

wrong. 1 woidd be happy." Williamssaid.

finewho ^ ^

Carr, wbo thus week led TSU students in a

said.

I was appalled and saddened recently
to he^ about the students at Tennessee
State University having to plead for the
basic needs that all college campuses
should offer.

We Americans are always talking

EducaitoosbouldlDcludceveh "

just mcmbere of ihe black

"le Tennessee Stale Uni»er-

Sit-in at the TSU presidenl's office demand

cause il'.s harder todeieci and boc3u.se peo

"Bui until itiew hcle entire group of black
people a re movinu upward, 'we're nol going to

ing better dormitory condltlons.said be be

" "When jots and opponumtiess''ify*s Avon Williams campus downlowii, invs (o do her work by

ple ihinH it ii's not in the -.ipea il isn Iiliere

gei anywhere.'

lieves studenis today are taking a stand

tinned equally, then we all benefi.

Joyce Rasnor.SflA presideni n! Fisk. be

DORREN KLAUSNTT7FR

awi CiNUV ROLAKP
Sia// IVriiers

Student Government Asodation

leaders at Tennessee State University
t>^an a bunger strike last ni^t to
TSU faculty members and the local

branch of the NAACP. meanwhile,
called on TSU President Otis Floyd to
grant total amnesty for students who
have participatedIn the protests and
a sit-in at the downtown campus that
started last Friday.
"We will drink water and juice
only," said SirJhames Lawson, an
SGA representatlve^t-large.
The hunger strike officially began

'•lie toMird the downtown campip

million forTSU.

Floyd's campus ImpnTvemenl plan promised

mainienonce work on donnltories. Improved
busKhedulcs,a 13% discount for faculty and

ing laip Wcdnosdiiy niRlii wilh nonrrtSsN
made. At least lour trespa-^ngntalinns wi
sued erirlier In the day.
The downtown ompus rerrviined open L
nlgbuand the mood of thestudents Diipcar
more relaxed than the highly charged and

vous BUnaspbere ihal prevailed Wcdnesdo

also urged students to go back to

'.'iollnRWIth usas If we were the proverbial

students at the campus booksure. a detailed aplanauon of student malnienance fere, and odequote sccuniy lightJrig oo campua

class.

"jpchlld thai is mistreated — seen but nol
'tard."
The mardiers filed into the adiTUni.:iriilion

nmocsiy was nol gmnied last night
The downtown campus was ctMsefi for a sit-in

.student activist Covid aark.

bei-ause II "was a (burnb oo the hood of the
whole insU'.iitiort" Carr sold.

with the proltsungstudents' positipn.

eats usllkesuMiumans," Con-said. "They're

' 111dins, joined hands in a circle and Ihen look
' fer Boone's office end the toimmunlty Rela'<n.s nnd Public Affalis office.

CiuT lold reponersstudenis mapped oul
'fee addlUoniil dcmond-S which Induded o
Cp-io-face meeting with Floyd, academir am-

Isty lor allsiudenlslnvol--"'-linElMn.<>,andQ

Niioad thai (he Tennessee Doonl of flegents

Floyd refill lo contmenl on reasons why

On Wednesdey morrung TSU sludcilSEinged
a sit-in on inc second floor of the main campie:
aomintstrnuon building prwestiag what nuuiy
called "pnihclic" living oinditlons.
fdorethan 100 r>ollceofllcetslnrlol gear

peacefully flushed the students oulat the build

Sludenl5|oke<t played cardson the pres
denl's con'i-tYmce room inble. watched lel<
eJon and studied.

"We're ready to hold classe down here,
Oark said rreiny TSU profesors s>-mpat
Alsosupporting the students w-cre s^-vsn
ol rellpous leaders, Including ihc Kev. w:

CJiartes Smith, pa-hor of First UapH-a Churi
Capitol lUU.
"Studenis are having In study msnmeea
obscenetondlUorK." Smith said yesterday

said Lynn Dwyer, TSU chapter presi

May God's blessings be with these stu
waste."

Thelma G. Mason
2916 Felicia SL 37209

«8

dent of the American AssodaQoa of
Univereity Professors.

Carr has
commanded

• ^ 'V^VXA*

Dwyer said the estimated 100 fecul
ty membere who attended a meeting

"If other students want to, it will be

about the sit-in yesterday were some
what divided on whether to endorse

on an individual basis only," Johnson

conditional or unconditional amnesty.
In all 59 faculty members voted
for supporting unconditional amnes

.

The students are protesting forbet
ter campus bousing and living condi

TSU stage

ty, five opposed It and four abstained.

Rick)rRoten«S(aif

Anthony Johnson, left, vice president of TSLTs Student Govern
ment Association, Darryl McClain and SirJhames Lawson, both

it takes to have these matters of un

SGA representatives-at-large, amiounce plans to go on a hunger

conditional amnesty and others grant
ed and the protest resolved," Johnson

strike to protest officials* ref^usal to grant amnesty in their nineday series of protests and sit-ins.

said.

nesty.

"It is very Important to keq) in
mind Vilty the students are doing
this," said Coleman McGlimls, TSU

coordinator of political science. "The

administration is asking the students
to 'give up your First Amendment
ri^ts and we'll leave you alone,' and
we don't think that's appropriate."
The Nashville branch of the

thority, if they are negligent in their du
ties, should be replaced by others who

dents as they strive to better their educa
tion, for "a mind is a terrible thing to

son, SGA vice president.

abstaining from eating, Johnson said.

As a taxpayer for over 40 years,Iam
concerned about the needs of these stu
dents, as should be all Tennessee taxpay
ers. Those who are in administrative au

advise them to return with all deliber

the students' request for anmesty.

pus. Only the nine SGA leaders are

them.

dents.

Alnust 60 TSU faculty members

ed In the sit-in at the downtown cam

men and women for fighting for rights
that siiouid autfimatically be given to

have the interest and welfare of the stu

ate speed to tbeir classroons to con
tinue pursuing their formal education
goals."

About 300 students have participat

trained In higher technology and com
puter skills.
Tennessee has several colleges that
are state-supported, yet none has the
hardships and trials and tribulations of
Tennessee State.Icommend these young

ministration building Feb. 21.
"To the students, the NAAf^ would

food was made, said Anthony John

Minutes after the students an

The stuflents to yesterday's march chanied.

lao blaqk. loo strong no compromise, no seJ"The admlnlsOBtlon cooUdims playtnjt u.e r nd

signed a petition yester^ endorslDg

nounced their hunger strike, TSU fac
ulty members announced their sup
port of the stud^ts and encouraged
the administration to grant them am-

ioydsald.

ing in the protests. The organization

evening when the decision to forgo

rious. We are willing to do everything

and the Sfale.of Tennessee comply win a fiveyear-old <ljpulQiion.c of selUemenl court order
which student leaders claim earmarked 1141

the takeover of the main campus ad

at 6 p.ni. but some of the nine SGA

t^ty and let people know we are se

a( the ofTice.

personal property" that occurred In

leaders had not eaten since Thursday

tions and unconditional amnes^ for
their protest.
"We are trying to preserve our in-

Met MuwulH

rSU student protest moves downtow
'it" as Uiey made their way down Qiarlotie Av-

Dr. Otis Floyd that he grant these cou
rageous young men and women
blanket amnesty," said Michael
Grant, first vice president of the
NAACP. "They tiave offered restitu
tion for the damage of both state and

rious alxiut getting total amnesty."

, ,

compkinc: a telephone call after TSU students starred a

about the need for our young people to
acquire a college education to meet the
needs of society. Today, more than ever,

businesses are asking for young people

NAACP also called on Floyd to offer
total amnesty to students participat

"The NAACT" would recommeod to

show the administratioD they are "se

54 Sludcnl ! ifq

To the Editor

wean show them what'snght and wtiai's

TSU protesters start htmger strike

said.

TSU students right
to protest conditions

communitv:s another way to light racism, ac-

Raynorsaid.
"Others leel mat racial
preju
Raynorsaid. "Olbcrs(eelin-t
raclalpreju-

dice has declined or docsn t exlsl anymore."
dlrenasaecllnedordocsntexlslanymcre

HM ■■ lU'l'Bfl

- i

»>gn WHrt

D^er, a sodolc^ professor,said

many of faculty members attending
the meeting were 10608 advocates

e«: iZ

'-r-? '»>-

'"v

and understood the studeiUs' positioiL
The sctaool's SGA came to the

NAACP more than five months ago

"seeking reUer for canqxis Itving

UciniuaBa

bhnessee State University students marcb acTtiss i bridge on

ice late last night. Tbey vowed to stay until TSU Presiden

»B. Todd Boulevard on their way lo the university's Avon Wii'this dowhi°''3i campus where they continued lo occupy an off-

sit-ins.

Royd negotiates an imnesfy for Wednesday's and yesie,

administrative remedies," he said.

ihdTT cl'-if/lfb-tnl'

Igh School: FJIUbom
High School
'-■'WwHlohSehoo!
•*■]<*:
iBjor; Spe^-iJi
Spe^-cb .ammunicatlonsaiKf
.ommonleatlonsancf

1 j^-

1Kk .mJK

Ibealsr
Statui: Senior

Gfofl. termw

TSU SOA preakfent graduelod
In 1967. Now aRandlngOhb

ige7 NorattondVg'ohb*^

Slate Law School.
Stale
Plant: Attend New Voik

conditions. Grant said.

"They were advised to go through
the proper channels to exhaust their

I

i4lirk« d«M4-

Unhrershy'e Tr^ch School of

the Arts 10 sludy filmmaking.
Utllmattgoal: Makalilmaauchas
Saika Lea't Do th» fUnM Tliinn

"They accepted the advice of the
NAACP." ■
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ill

12. a detailed explanation of the
maintenance fee

ii

13. repairing unlivable dorm
conditions, such as blinking

electricity, non-working showers,
defunct elevators, leaky roofs, etc.
14. Unconditional Amnesty!!!
At approximately 11:30 pm on
February 21 (after 23 hours), the
students were forced to vacate the

building for fear of danger form
police intervention. More than 150

riot-equipped
Metro
Police
Officers and Tennessee State

troopers had converged on the

campus, with tear gas, and billy
clubs.

It was as if time had

regressed to the 1960's Civil Rights
Demonstrations.

.a

Students then marched to the

0^

President's house to voice their
concerns. Dr. Floyd refused to

acknowledge

their

presence.

Therefore, on Friday, February 23,
after negotiations had once again
failed, the student body marched to

the Avon Williams (Downtown)
Campus and began "Phase 11" of the

„

i.rs

—

demonstration

The students

asked for

negotiation meetings.

more

Dr. Floyd

sent many representatives on his

behalf and notified security to keep
students, the media and the general

public away form his home.
On Friday, March 2, 1990, several
of the student leaders went on a

hunger strike. After 3 days, there
of the students had to be treated at
MeHarry's Emergency Room. They

were suffering from headaches,
weakness, moderate dehydration,
and nausea. After being treated the
students were later released. The
hunger strike was a statement to
alert

the

Administration, and

especially DR. Floyd, that TSU
students were serious.

56 Studeni Life
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The students were prepared to

forfeit their spring-break vacation
and support the downtown sit-in.

Joining in the commitment were the
faculty members, and the
community. Likewise, students

journeyed form colleges and
universities nationwide to join in
our struggle.

On Thursday, March 8, 1990, at

approximately 10:30 pm, the TSU
sit-in was over 1 All the demands
were met, and the institution's

students, faculty, administration,

and supporters agreed to work

together and build a better TSU.
The protest managed to focus the

public's attention on the campus and
its needs. Funds have been secured
from the general Assembly, and the

improvements are currently under
way.

Tennessee State University is no

back to the business of educating

the student body is pleased with
the rapid-pace progress that is
constantly being made.
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60 Student Ule

Z
Augustus Bankhead

Georfc Morgan

Interim Vice-President
Administration

Director of Facilities Flanning

>
I

m

■-etau.*!"'',.' hti

Robert Boone

Alberta Herron

^ssoc, Vice-PrS|dent

Assoc. Viec-President
Academic Affairs

\cadetnic Al^irs

Dorothy Lockridge
Assoc. Vice-president

Student Affnirs/Dean of Students

Bruce Hancock
Assoc. Vicc-Presidcnt Student
Affairs
Dean of Student Services

o
z

Annie Neal
Vice-president

Academic Affairs
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Arthur Fox
«pr of Residence Life
isoL, Dean of Students

r>

Homer Whealon
Directur of Financial Aid

Fanny Perry

Roger Ammons

Coordinator
Cuunseiinu Services

Vocalionul Rehabililulion
Counselor
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Patricia Crook

Juunita Buford

. '

Vice-President

a

Coordinator of Public Relations t

Student Affairs
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No Photo
Available
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Twenty-five Ways to Turn Down a Date.
1. My girlfriend won't like that.
2. My boyfriend won't like that.
3. No I'm doing my hair this weekend.

m

4. Gee my parents are coming to town.
5. I tell you what, I'll call you.

6. No thanks, I have to study.

7. My boyfriend and I just broke up and

. -x.x

I'm just not ready yet.
8. Maybe next weekend.
9. I'll think about it and call you back.

if

10. I called you but you weren't there.
11. No I don't like to go to the movies.

12. You remind me of my mother and I hate
my mother.

13. No I don't date guys from Memphis.
14. No my mother doesn't allow me to date
yet.

15. Only if my son can go with us.
16. I'm going to be working on my car this
weekend.

17. No I'm not going to a Toga party.
18. No don't call me, I'll call you.
19. Oh didn't I tell you I'm gay.
20. Now it's nothing personal but I like a

L

'•-ii

man with straight teeth.

21. No that's O.K. I'm not eating this week
end.

22. Didn't you date the Football Team?

23. No I heard about you.
■>4. No I'd like to look around first.

5. No I'm going to rest this weekend.

r—"
V
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The Student Union Building (SUB) is the
center of attraction on TSU's campus. The
cafeteria (cafe), snack bar, bookstore, and the

u

poolroom stands out among the rest.
Although these areas usually hold the largest
crowd or receive the largest amount of
publicity, there are many other facilities

r

located in the building that holds presidence.
Facilities such as: The Dean of Student, Vice
President of Student Affairs, Career

>

Development, Student Government
Association (SGA), Housing, and the Post
Office are also located in the building. These
facilities are the main focal points, but unlike
the rest they basically handle the business

;

aspects.

Students and officials that commonly preside
in the building were interviewed and felt the

building was more a place of social gathering

than anything else. One student, LaShonda

responded, "it's a common ground for
students to interact and discuss things that

goes on around campus." Another student,
Terri-Ann responded, "a lot of eating,

scheming, meetings, spending money, and
business transactions goes on." One faculty
member responded, "everything from shooting

pool to kissing goes on in the SUB.
Activities flow in and out of the SUB from

6:00 am to 12:00 pm each day. The main
offices may close earlier on weekdays and do
not function on weekends. But the activity
does not cease.

'■ft
y
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BLACK GIRL
'

CAST

Billie Jean
Little Earl

Sheryl
Horma

^IL

Ruth Ann
Mama Rosie

Mu' Dear
Earl

-^ /1
V. V

''/I

Hetta

Laquita Davis
Adrian Davis

Donica Hodge
Hiema Hill

Sandra Relsey
Kristie Weaver

Angela Puckett
Brian Egetion
Debbie Carter

^

g

>
> .

Wa
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"Black Girl" the broadway hit by J.E. Franklin, performed by talented students at Tennessee State University January 29-31.

This production was brought to stage by H. Devereaux Brady. Mama Rosie, portrayed by Kristie Weaver, is a tough head
strong, high-spirited woman, who only wants the best for her three children. Her eagerness to love and be loved is overbearing.
As would any mother, she assumes a demanding, dictalive role when the youngest of her three daughters, Billie Jean, threatens

to drop out of high school to become a dancer. Rosie, fearing the Billie Jean will follow the same path as her sisters Ruth Ann
and Norma. Rosie is able to have some piece of mind, by taking in young women who need shelter. She prides herself in Nelta,
the former boader, who she adopts, yet Rosie fails to see the potential in her own children. The tension builds upon the arrival of

Netta, who returns for Mother's Day. Here the tension and animosity flares. Rosie's parents Mu' Dear and Mr. Herbert
confront her and Rosie realizes that her past does not have to be Billie Jean's future. Her fear soon is replaced by faith in the
end.

PRODUCTION STAFF
H. Devereaux

Brady

Director

Horace E. Hochett Technical Director
Lawrence B.

James

Publicity and Inter

Richard Qriffin

im Head
Student

Director

and Stage Manag
er

Horace Hockett

Costume and

Terri Bell

Make-up
Property Manager

J. Weldon Stice
House Manager
Ronald Goodman Light Manager
Michele

Montgomery

Sound Manager

H. Wisener Brown Production

Secre

tary
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TAKING

'KNOWLEDGE'
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TO THE STREETS!

T -''n':\n
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1511 8

STREET PESTI\
PI

After viewing the size and range of the crowd, one onlooker
stated that, "the African Street Festival was no longer a sea

of blackness searching for the 'new fashions.' in the 'new
colors.' but a sea of colors seeking old traditions, culture and
knowledge. The African Street Festival, which was held on the

grounds of Tennessee State University. September 15-16,

1990, demonstrated the strength and determination of the
Afro-American community to move to an even higher plateau.
Several complaints against festivals such as the 1990
African Street Festival, have been warranted by all facets of
society. These complaints ranged anywhere from discouraged
members of the community to students of the University. It
came as a surprise to hear several passer-bys complain that,
'streets were blocked off due to a TSU block-party.' Another
added to this complaint by stating, 'the students of Tennessee

tf!

I
w

t.r..

&

State are merely going through an African Syndrome of sorts.'
The comments regarding this 'strive for culture,' all but

said that the 1990 African Street Festival was nothing more
than a phase, or a fad. But this 'strive,' is not a fad.

"whoever heard of a fad lasting for so long, for over 250
years this 'strive,' has lasted, and it is still going strong."
Efforts to organize a successful display of the African
heritage, involved a long series of steps to get acceptance and

w

approval. The festival was not organized by the University,
however, support from Tennessee State's students, alumni,
faculty, staff and those otherwise affiliated with the University,
helped to make the event a success. Participation in the
festivities through buying and selling, to learning and teaching,

w

III

activates the entire crowd, and thereby making everyone on
the grounds a contributing factor to the festival's success.
There was a very important motive behind the festival.

Many feel as though the festival was designed to sale a
multitude of items, such as; clothing, pottery, jewelry, purses,
shoes, hats, as well as books, paintings and a variety of
musical selections. Although the forementioned factors are
essential, the mam purpose behind the festival was
EDUCATION. It IS only through a long process of education

x

1

H

that the knowledge can be spread.
How did festival organizers bring education to the streets?

Live musicians, storytellers and speakers demonstrated the
culture through its rituals, heritage and tradition. Hand-crafted

artifacts, that were stylized from the crafts of the motherland,

were both on display and for sale. The booths arranged up
and down John A. Merritt Blvd., served as information booths,

and not soley as cash/merchandise exchange booths. And if
that was not enough, some literally brought knowledge to the
streets, by bringing literature to the festivities to reinforce the
teachings from the festival.
It IS no longer. JUST A BLACK THANG . . . IT IS NOW TIME
FOR EVERYONE TO UNDERSTAND. Without education, we can

not Strengthen the fellowship. Without education, we can not
continue to spread the culture by increasing levels of pride
and awareness. The |ob has ]ust begun, and it will never be
complete. For. the job of education is never-ending. Education
IS an everyday process. As the years go on, and as time goes
by, the festivities will enlarge and improve. But these
enlargements and improvements will come about, if and only if
we remember that — knowledge is the key.

ir
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— Dana l^ichalle Cooper
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THESE ARE NOT FGNNY THOUGHTS,

M

WHAT'S THE HURRY?
JUST THOUGHTS THAT MAKE YOU
At TSU, we are always on the go, but never getting
anywhere. This busy little University keeps its stu
dents, faculty, and staff on the constant go. Whether

GO . . .

we are trying to get to class on time or get to the cafe
before the line gets too long; we still remember Soul II

Soul's popular song, and we "KEEP ON MOVING."

V' ti^i
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We re just walkmg like this to get in the yearbook
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This is not even an amusing thought, but I need to knop,v

Wherever I'm going I'll be ^ad vp-hen I gci there.
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why in the heck you are taking MY picture?
I have to go to the library, the room, class

Why is grass green''

"-w"

1
The Profile Pose
N

//

L» ?
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these two show us that it takes two to clown
The "Go On Girl' Pose

Without a doubt it only takes
two to kiss

A

F V
f

The "i Woke Lip Poised' Pose

7ri Student f.ifc

STRIKE A POSE THERE'S NOTHING TO IT!

It only takes one to pray but it tokes two to make it fun

It takes two to be this adorable

NEXT ON THE ENDANGERED SPECIES LIST -

THE BLACK MALE
The words endangered species end the
Block Male ae so prevelant in todays

Statics ore now showing large percentages

that the nome of the gome is survival of

of Black men as criminals, victims of their

the fittest. And In order to win the game,

society, thot many vocal artists hove been

own crimes alcohol and/or substance

we must play the gome, rather then Fall

prompted to write lyrics about the situation.
One of the more popular rappers among
teenagers and young adults, ICE CUBE, just
produced o song entitled "Tales from the

obusers, homosexuals, AIDS candidotes and

prey to the game. Institutions of learning

AIDS victims. Black men also have higher

are not always enclosed in the woHs of a

death rates due to diabetes, heart disease
and many forms of cancer and concer

school or university; mony times these

Dorkside." Other musicions and ortisians.

related diseases. The number of

such as Public Enemy, Too Short, N.W.A.,
Salt-N-Pepo, M.C. Hammer and EZ E., have
produced songs similar to that of ICE Cubes

unemployed uneducated and homeless ore

the stress must be cleoned, so that the
knowledge con once ogoin become pure.

countless. It gets worse knowing thot these

"Americo's Most Wonted."

children.

ore the men left to father our Black

A populor female rap-trio put it best, when

These problems seem to lie solely within

they said, "How is it that words thot ore

the Black community, but they do not.
Perhaps the reasons more Black males are
in prison, is because Blacks are more

trogic, always relate to black ,.. words as

oncient as fossils or artifacts. Why do they
soy. Block Sundoy or Mondoy, or thot Block

lungs may cause a Block Sleep. Why soy
Block Sheep, Block Sobboth is evil, Block

Market Illegal; Block Potion ain't healthy, a
Block widow is deadly. Some try to soy
that dark-skinned men ain't worth a troop

susceptible to harossement by police
officers and other community officials. One
store security guard admitted officials that
he is prone to follow a suspicious Block,

then he would on entire group of white

institutions con be found on the streets. But

key. It is not Just the Black moles problem,
his problem effects us all. For without o
strong Black mole, the possibilities for a
;
strong Block race ore slim. Todoy, the

how sweet will be the Juice."

commit crimes, therefore, most of those that

determination that has carried the Block
roce thus for, con with a little more pull
carry us over the finish line.

the prejudices against the Block male hove
been practically eliminated from this
society. Yet at the same time on a
different channel or poge, depictions of
these prejudices ore shown and thereby
reinforced. Is it true, that this lond is no

longer a land filled with unequolities and
set bocks? Until we find but the black race

will slowly undergo a "cultural genocide"

by the gradual elimination of the Block
male.

For decades and now even centuries, the

corner pages of history have depicted the
Black male as a strong breed of man,

slowly vanishing from the face of the
earth. Statics correlating to this idea of the
futuristic extinction of the species of the

Black man are overwhelming and olmost
unbelievable. How Is it that the Black man,

makes up a large majority of the prison
world, yet he only makes up a minute

percentage of the real world? The Black
male faces a double Jeopardy os he is
pressured by prejudgements within his own
community and from society os o whole. It

Is frightening to think that the number of
ovoilable black males Is considerably lower
than those of the number of available
black women.

but of the Block roce, it is the case. Blacks

suffer at the honds of the government not
only in housing, but in educotlonol
opportunities and heolth care services as
well. The health core facilities that are

I
I

The problems of the Block community do
not lie solely within the system or the

community; it is within both. And until the
Black race pulls together, these problems
will continue on.

|

I once heard o man soy, he wished his
world could be o world of coloreds. But

what is colored, without colors. If would be
nice, "a dimension of sight and sound,

where people see In only shode of brown.

metropolitans, lack stoff. professionalism
and equipment. The same goes on for the

But is this really the woy you wont your

schools. Once these children are passed on
uneducated to the streets, the numbers of

don't like, when I see "I want to see a

criminals unemployed, and homeless.

world filled with peoce, tranqulllty ond
harmony."

extinct. But he has not. The fact that he

has not, proves that the Black race Is too
strong of o race not to uplift Itself from the
shackles that bind him to prejudice and
despair. The Black community must unify In
order to make Its weak strong and In order
to moke its strong, stronger.

"We can", as Heavy D. put it, "make this
world o better place." We must realize

>m
2-<
-<

would be? Well no, not me. I wont voriety ,

in my society, where con change what I

hove been for once and for all marked

B

i

V. /iry V y

be o hord one. The strength ond

located in the inner-cities of major

With all this 'negative', it would seem os
though, years ago the Black mole would

f3

chonges.

strengthing the Block male will necessarily

When prejudcing the nature of Blacks,
many must remember thot the Blacks that
make up the criminal scene, ore victims of
poverty and governmental housing,
standords and procedures. It is almost
hysterical to think thot the negative aspects
of other races ore seemingly insignificant,

->1 (7<?cD

Looking around the grounds of Tennessee
State University, Fisk, Meharry and Innercity Nashville, it is evident thot the job of

teenogers. When asked why, he
commented that statiscaliy more Blacks

enter his store are potential criminals.

®

problems have grown to steep for blame. ,
We can stop bloming ourselves, history ond i
the government and stort making those

- but the darker the cherry you know

From the rodio, television, ond print
medlos, we ore constantly being told that

5^

Aworeness from the Block community is the

It Is now time for the gomes to begin. The
Black male must now play the some game

on "the man" that put him where he is

todoy - "Next on the Endongered Species i
List."
j

written by,'
Done Michelle Cooper.
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S1ENII€ICS

SIENIIEES

Akilu. Hiruy

Elect. Engin.

Allen, Sonja
Accounting

Amos. Jamie

Anderson. Amy
History

Collins, Angela

Cosby. Roland Jr

Home Economics

Cotton, Tracey

Davis, Sam Jr

Bus. Admin.

Marketing

HI
Bergman, Ninette
Nursing

Bcrtrand, Joseph
Chemistry

Blanton, Victor
Elect. Engin.

Blunt, Shandell
Accounting

Day, James
Agri-Business

Dillard, Marilyn
Psychology

Dobbins, Tamiko

Dunn, Derica

Biology

Accounting

z
y

I

Bowen, Ruth

Brown, Tiffany

Sociology

Criminal Jus.

Burgess, Francis Jr
Computer Sci.

Carey, Roland
Accounting

Fishburne, Rodney

Green, Ramona

Foreman, Umeka

Fuqua, Michelle

Political Sci.

Business

Economics

Mass Communications

U
Carter, Chevetle

Chesser, Delicia

Accounting

H.'

Clark, Knstal
Biology

Coleman, Doris

Grcer, Mary

Hall, Toyia

Elem. Educ.

Economics

Hardy, Seneta

Harris, LaDawn

Z

Hicks, Cynthia
Elem, Educ.

Hill, Jessica

Hull, Dorothy

Islam. Mohammed

Child Dev.

MRA

Engineering

!

Minier, Eunice

Moody, Phillip

Moore, Tracie

Sociology

Mass Commun.

Education

Musewe, Lucas

[—

\

Jeffries, Ivy

Johnson, Audrey

Speech Path.

Johnson, Gina
Dental Hygiene

Johnson. LaTonia

Nixon. Brcnda

Bus. Admin.

Farms. Pamela

Paiel. Narcsh

Patterson, Davon

Psychology

Chemistry

Business

LU

Killing, Daphne

Khalek, Fawzi
Mech. Engin.

Matthews, Mai Marino

Martin, Derrick

Speech

Public Affairs

Kpabar, Thomas

Latham. Barbara

Econ. & Finance

Criminal Jus.

McClellan. Brenda

Perry, Shclia
Elec. Engin.

McCollough. Tnna

Pursley, Yolanda

Accounting

Mass Comniun.

Pickeii, Keilej
Psychology

Ramr.y. Nessim
Mcch. Engin.

Polk, Gary

Pugh. Pamela

Criminal Justice

Robinson. Mia

Robinson, Michael

Psvchology

Computer Sci.

S1EN1I€ICS

Robinson, Lanita
Mass Commun.

Sherels, Jeffrey
History

SIENII€ICS>

Shipp, Steven

Simmons, LaTonya

Bus. Admin.

Bus. Admin.

Vinson, Yvette

Wells, Dons

West, Charles

Whites. Raymond Jr

Liberal Arts

rn
Smith, Derrick

Speech

Smith, Larry
Psychology

Spiccr, Ibn
Elec, Engin.

Starks, Traycee
Social Work

Whitfield, Angela
Chemistry

z
yj

Williamson, Jacqueline
Speech

z

Logic, Tnsha
Grad. Assist.

AIDlDlliril€NAVII
§IEN1I€IPS

Stribling, Barbara

Strong. Standford

Summers, Timothy

Swett, Pamela

Accounting

Psychology

Harrison, LaKita

Swift, Lamont

Tricie, Melodye

Vaughn. Eiysia

Criminal Jus.

Psychology

Vincent, Krysial
English

Jones, Roslyn

Moore. Brian

Bus. Admin.

Math Educ.

Quinones, Ferdinand
History

Dill. Jittaun

Adams, Rulesha

Dunsion. William 111

Agbunac, Arnold

Earl, Granvisse

Allen, Johnetta

Emerson, Sharita

Ajamu, Jahari

Armstrong, Lisa

Esprit, Ulrec

Barlow, Mildred

Ferrier, Fougeres

Bass, Angela

Fuqua, Theresa

Bsffy, Phillamone

Green, Martina

\

m

BIyden, Franklin J

Greer, Ronnie

Hann, Sherry

Bowles, Leslie

Brcaux, Lori

t

Hauer, Charlotte

Hayes, Monica

Butler, Derek

I-'m;iii

Clayborn, Consuelo
Comer, Marcus

Cox, Tuny
Crawford, Shivaunia

Dailey. Michelle
Davis, Moritta

Dean, Toyna
Denny, William III

Hemphill, Gray III
Hunter, Lavonne
Jordan, Ellen

Joyce, Tasha

Kimbrough, Roshonda
Macon, Dionne

Maye, Reginald
McCoy, Carl

JILNII0IPS

L

n n

McGarr, Jeralo

Thomas, Ann

Miller, Heather

Tildon, Warren

Mintz, Alton

Tillman, Anthony

Moore, Kirk

Tudeme. Austin

m

Moss, Yveite

Turner, Vanisa

Petty, Veronica

Valles. Dari

Pope. Lawanda

Walker. Tina

Proctor, Julius

Warfield, Lashanda

Pruitt, Christine

Washington, Herbert

Ray, Daphne

z

Williams, Pamela

Rowan, Torino

Williams, Toya E.

Smith, Pamela

Young, William

Spence, Everick

'lii'
'

Steward, Anderia
- ^

Stokes, Cedric

i'-vxi-Mfk

I

Strains, Nestle

Sutherland. Karla

Suiion. Karen
Tate, LaFonda

\

Thomas, Tresa
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S€IPIHC/H€IPIES

S€IPIIi€/H€EIES

Adams, Herman

Hughes, Michelle

Baker, Robert

Jackmon. Robert

Ball, John

Johnson, Tommie II

Bell, Lola

Jones. Brian

I
Bertrand, FcUx

Kendal), Covington
Kimble, Allecia

Bledsoe, Nashia
Chapman, LaSallc III

Knox, Tonya

Cleveland, Karen

Q

Latimer, Jameece

Coleman. Paul

Leonard. Alicia

Dalton, George

Lewis, Shawn

Duncombe, Shenequa

Luile, Tamara

Fitzgerald. John

Mason. Tayna

o
n

a

Q
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o
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Ford, James Jr.

McCray, Michelle

Gilliam. Joi

McKinney, Cheryl

Giuiiaw, Rashara

Mosby, Keith

Grayer, Gregory

Nolen. Keiih

HI

%

Hall, Kevin

Perkins, Lee Ann

Hamplon, Maurice

Pewitt, Tracey

Hicks, Regina

Poole, Rodney

Huddiesion, Sydney

Pratt. Demetnc

921
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S€IPIH€/HCICIES

SPIPP0/H0PIES

Price, Yolanda

Wimberly, Reginald

Ransom, Traccy
,

Redditt, Shonda
Rivers. Nicheile

h

■

i

ii

fmAl

Sampson, Kojo
Screen. Stephanie

cI

Shaw, LaShawn

'
. ■ ■»<■'ly

Smith, Corey
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p

Smith, Kwaveny
Sneed, Terri

Stone, Tymico
Strong, Jeff
.ij- "■<> • ly.
; >

O
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Q

Tabor, Brian

Tailey, Jennifer
Thorton, Charles

£
K®

Tidwell, Reginald

Walker, Dusty Jr.
Weaver, Tara
White, Toni
Williams, Sheila

r

-n. \ - SI
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EIEIESIE/HIEN

FICIESIH/HIEN
Abrams, Gena

Gilbert. Kleetha

Beamer, Adncnne

Green, Reginald
Haley, Carmaliia

Brewton, Kristie

Fx,
Brooks, Lynette

Hall, Christopher

Brown, DeAnna

Hancock, Princess

Harris, Wanda

Burgess, Stephanie

Hill, Nikki

Cargiil. Kamesha

Irwin, Ramey

Cathey, Marilyn

rn

r
Jackson, Michael

Countryman, Tina

James, Tanisha

Crowley, Lalrecia
Crump, John

Johnson, Angela

Davis, Marc

Jones, Fred Jr.

T
rn

Davis, Shalaine

Kate, Valetha

Dills, Debrina

Lewis, Evelyn

Dixon, Angela

Martin, Jabari

z

Martin, Jerome

Dorroh, Michelle

■ It
Edwards, Andre

McClain, Janelle
McKinney, Ayonna

Edwards, Maurice

Meeks, Tracey

Flynn, Willie II
Nelson, Darron

Games, Terry

97'

riEIESE/HIEN

riPIESIH/HIEN
•Northern, Gloria
Parks. David

People, Damion

'y'

Robinson, Thomas

rji

Rowsey. Keiii

z
yj

Sehrest, Dionna
Sharafi, Claudia

tk ■-•iM
Smi(h, James

k

HI

£

Smith, John 1!

r

Smith, Sonya
Vaughn, Roderic

y

Warr, Yatasha

HI

y
y

Washington, Jamesctta

z

Watson, Angela

Whitley, Fred Jr.
Williamson, Yolanda

Wilson. Angus
Wilson, Darren

Young, Kimbcrly
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TT & STAvrr

.TT ^ STAvrir

Aihie, Noel
Admal. Ch
Muhammad

Anema, Marion

f

Brandon. Jean

Gaiters, Lorcn B.

Bryant, Cheryl

Gardner, Louise

Burton, Linda

Clark, Gregory
Collier. Doris

I
Cornelius. J.L.
Crutcher, Gloria
Davis, Thomas L.
Dean, Arnold

Delcau. Dennis

Dclcau, Frances
Dinkins, Julia

Duseja, Desh R,

Ekhator, Nosakhare I

El-Gmorc, Ali t

Kanso ^

Epsy, Michelle •-

i
Ewing. Lillie ^

TT & §TAVirif

Loveit, Bobby

Hobbs. Alma

Holloway, Daisys^r.

'f'li

Lyons, Verna

Holt, SandraA.

Madden, Paul

Huddleston, Dariene'

Marable, Fredonia

Martin, Ruby

Hudson, Earline
Hull, Patricia .

Matthews. Wanda

Jack, Deneise^,

McAdory, Brenda

j(

Jackson. Joesph

McClain. Elizabeth

Jackson, Reuben Jr.

McClain, Rose

James, Lawerence B.

McClean, Freddie

Johnson, Gloria

McClellean, Dora

Jones, Franklin B,

McClendon, Jennifer

King, Dr. Hoyt

McClendon, Shirley

King, Martin
Lea, Kenneth
Lee, Charles Jr.

McDade, Linda

McKinnic, Eddie
McPherson, Judith

Lee, Russell

Mehlman, Micheal

Leggette, Earl

Miller, Alan

Lockridge, Dorothy

Mitchell, Rosa

Lovelace, Nina

Mitchell, Vincent

.TT & STAVirir

Mooreland, Johnetta
Mullen, Lou)s

Rhodes, Ernest
Richardson,

Raymond
Murrell, Barbara

Roberts, Olist
Moody. Alonzo

Robin, Charles

Moon, Fletcher

Robertson. Elizabeth

Montgomery, Phyllis

Robinson, Michael

Myint, Win:
Norman, Rolandi'

Roy. Nora (Retired).

Saddler-Spears,
Revelon

Norns, Donna.

Samuchin, Michael

Nwoko, Theresa

Samuel, Dorothy

Oarmita. Joyce

Saulsberry, Thomas

Osawaru, Sang

Shahidian. Rony^

[
Ozgener, Esen

Sharp, Pat

Pailey. Pailey

Simpson, Ralph

Perrin, Sarah

Stewart, Dr. James

Perry, Fanny

Stice, Wcldon

Perry. William

Stone, Carol

Pillow. Deiores V.

Suggs, Sharon.

Pursley, Valiie

Swinney, Memphis1

Rhodes. Charlotte

Tate, Sethiciai;

TT & STAVirir

Webb, Jeff

Taylor, Carmelia
Wheaton, David

Taylor, Gregory
Whcaton. Homer

Taylore, Starlene

Whitaker, Csiella

Teague, Cass

%
Whitfield, Margaret
Temple, Charlie
Whilerspoon, Robert

Teienbaum, Sidney
Whilsey, John Jr.

Thomas, Jocelyn
Williams. Charles

Thompson, Janet

Williams, Forrestine
Tibbs, Priscilla

Williams, Dr.
Tucker, Bernard

Marsha "

Tucker, Lucy

Williams, McDonald

verna. Rav

Williams, Roger

Wilson, Ernestine
Vowels, Robert

Woodberry, Rudolph
Wade, Alvin

Wood, Viola
Wade, Carol

Wright. Jerome
Waller, Znihia

A

Watkms, Johns

Yiman, Mohamed

Watkins, Debra

Young, Vicki

Watkms, Mary

Yussef, Mohamid

Watson, Debra
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Not Pictured

Tonya Marlowe
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WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

-^m

TSU
Rulesha Adams

Shonda Buford

Sonya Campbell

Shilo Carson

Georgia Southern Univ.
November 23 & 24

Mercer Univerisity /11-24

Furman University /11-26
Florida A&M /12-1

Lady Gator Classic
December 8 & 9

Vanderbilt Univ./12-13

THE GIRLS

Univ. of N.Carolina /12-16
Tennessee Tech /1-5

Valparaiso Univ. /1-7
Darlene Crawley

Cynthia Hicks

Sabrina Holmes

Sheila Jackson

Morehead State /1-12
Eastern Kentucky/1-14

Murray State/ 1-19
Austin Peay/1-21

L i* TT

•^

UT Martin/1-24
East Tenn. State/1-31
Tennessee Tech / 2-4

1

:
<■■

MTSU/I-28

T,.

UT Chattanooga / 2-6

%

'*

MTSU/2-9

1

UT Martin/2-13

Austin Peay/2-16

Murray State/2-18

I

Eastern Kentucky / 2-23
Morehead State / 2-25

jvT>^
i
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J

Felicia Sweatt

Ann Thomas

Leslie Williams

Jody Woods

\
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FootBall

Schedule
TSU

-ffl

ilCiifnueg:
Brent Alexander

Scott Barkan

Brian Batchelor

Randy FulJer

,fl
Gerald Hall

Colin Godfrey

Kenny Jones

Roger Jones

Anthony Owens

Elliott Pilion

Middle Tennessee State

September 1
Jackson State

September 8
Grambling State
September 15
Florida A&M

M B ^ it
Jimmy Bethea

liL

^.111 Darrell Brooks

Anthony Cobb

September 22

Aaron Luckey

Darrcl! Miller

Greg Moore

Central State

September 29
C'~-

Austin Peay

c

October 6

. Eastern Kentucky

.are, i.

October 20

Murray State

Paul Coleman

Ryan Crockett

Tim Cross

Earl Presley

: ft
Chuck Price

James Reese

Patrick Robinson

L'
I
Lee Smith

October 27
Tennessee Tech
November 3

Southern
November 10

Mississippi Valley

t- 1

November 17
Anthony Culbreath

Marcus Dowell

Gerod Duff

Larry Tharpe

James Wade

. ra)
Melvin Waters

Bernard Wilson

iMKb.
Lament Woriham
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Joe Gilliam, Sr.

Michael Phillips

Head Football Coach

Liaebackers

- T

v»

^>1

-4.1

...

•I I
•
I, •••

Ul

u

-.i

%>
Cfiag Gilliam

l?5i'

Defensive Coordinator

Anthony Carrie

,CL

Defensive Backs

74

'w

—--il

«!
' Mtil

6-r

Airin Coleman
Wide Receivers
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Richard Lewson
Offensive Linemen

%

5W/
'.'ii

Baseball Schedule

i

TSU

^r.

4

'.j* 1

'n-.

Trevecca / 2-22
Samford / 2-23

Alabama State/2-24
Tuskegee / 2-25

Rust College / 3-3
Kentucky Wesleyan / 3-4
Belmont College / 3-6
David Lipscomb / 3-7
Knoxville College / 3-23
Samford / 3-26

Kentucky State/3-29
Middle Tennesse State /
3-31

Middle Tennessee State /
4-1

David Lipscom / 4-4
Kentucky State/4-6

Eastern Kentucky / 4-7
Eastern Kentucky/4-8
Vanderbilt Univ./4-lO

Rust College/4-11
Belmont College / 4-12
Austin Peay /4-14
Austin Peay/4-15
Alabama State/4-18
Vanderbilt Univ./4-19
Morehead State / 4-21
Morehead State / 4-22

Knoxville College/4-24
iCentucky Wesleyan / 4-25
Trevecca College / 4-27
Tennessee Tech /4-28
Tennessee Tech / 4-29

Murray State / 5-5
Murray State/5-6
122 Sporis
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QCimbcrl|^ Williams

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL

1990

Outdoor Track
Schedule

TSU

/
Deanna Dillard

Derica Dunn

UT Chattanooga /9-7

TSU

Western Kentucky /9-11
Cumberland Univ./9-13
Murray State/9-18
Cumberland Univ./9-20

V

Vanderbilt Invitational

1

March 31

Kentucky State University
Invitational

April 6&7

i!*

Western Kentucky
September 28 & 29
Fisk University / 10-1

A

'

Austin Peay State /10-2
Morehead State / 10-5

Eastern Kentucky /10-6

Tlgerbelle Relays
April 14

MTSU 79-25
Tennessee Tech /9-27

Memphis State /10-9
Tracey Green

Ceata Key

MTSU/10-11

Sharon Miller

UT Chattanooga / 10-11

Tuskegee University Relavs

Murray State / 10-12

April 21

Tennessee Tech /10-16

Fisk University /10-18
Austin Peay State /10-23

O.V.C. Championships

Western Kentucky /10-30
Eastern Kentucky /11-9

«<•

Mays

Morehead State /11-10
OVC Tournament
November 15-17

Donna Simons

Tonya Smilh

Janu Williams

AVe-

Debbie Carter
124 Sporls
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Jlesliie Coleman
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1990
WOMEN'S TENNIS
MEN'S TENNIS

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE

TSU

TSU

vs

Trevecca College / March 1

Karen Bivins

DeRonta Davis

Rust College /March 2

OVC Championship

February 2-4

Cumberland College / March 6

Belmont College / March 20

Rust College / March 2

Eastern Kentucky

Cumberland College / March 6

March 23

Eastern Kentucky
March 6

Morehead State/March 24
Fisk University/March 27
John Callaway Tournament
March 31

Morehead State /March24

Fisk University /March 27
Angel Martin

Vickie Jackson

John Callaway Tournament

John Callaway Tournament

March 31

April 1

John Callaway Tournament
April 1

Belmont Collegen /ApriU

Middle Tennessee State Univ.

Middle Tennessee State

April 5

Aprils

Alabama A&M / April 7

Austin PeayState /ApriU

Cumberland College
April 8

David Lipscomb / April 12
Murray State / April 14
Kyle Torain

Tennessee Tech / April 17

Fisk University / April 18

Nancj Miliken

_

Alex Williams

Letitia Weaver

Stephanie Parker
*•

William English

Murray State / April 10
Trevecca College / April 11

■>

David Lipscomb / April 13

OVC Tournament
April 20-21

Austin Peay / April 16
Tennessee Tech / April 17
T^l/' ■

iin:

fj
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Fisk University / April 18
/#

OVC Tournament

April 22-23

«
Sports 127

T
i^att

£rand Rapids, \M.O
<Jreshman

Ron Abernathy
Head Coach

_

1989 - 90

Neal Head
Asst. Basketball Coach

Howard Jackson
Asst. Basketball Coach

eric ^ilHitc

Golf Schedule

*Dcnton ^Harbor,

Junior

TSU
Hampton University
Tournament

September 23 - 26

U

i
Sewanee Fall Invitational
September 30

Middle Tennessee State
Tournament
October 8-10

Andrew iAtorton

■

V

"-v.

College 0>ark;
Senior

(-51^^
/V.

University of the South /
Central State
October 13-14

I !/ X i 5 tlm Moora

Valencia Jordan

Eileen Kleinfelter

Teresa Lawrence

Head Volleyball Coach

Assistant Coach

Head Women's Basketball

Asst. Women's Basketball

Jlondon, Ontario

Walter Payton Tournamen
October 17 - 20

i>. A

Qteihman

Jackson State Tournament

February 26 -28

Florida A&M Spring

I

Tournament
March 8-10

V.-A

yV..

TIC Tournament

April 12 -14
Kentucky State Dam
Tournament

April 12 -14
OVC Championship

(TSU Host)

May 13 -15
Cleveland Tournament
May 26 - 29

Sam Turyear
'Winston Salem, ^NC
Junior

O^lyrc 'Williams
Trezvant,

Junior

Catana Starks

William A. Thomas

Barry Wortman

Head Golf Coach

Athletic Director

Part-time

Assistant Coach

SporU 129
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10 THINGS

,.A.
,V
V

WOMEN HATE
IN MEN
1. Dishonesty
2. Immaturity
3. Disrespectful

4. Flaying games with
feelings
5. Power flogs
6. Conceited
7. Abusive

8. Show-off

9. Egotistical
10. Lazy

10 things

1. Gentleman like

2. Well groomed
3. Romantic

4. Sense-of-humor
5. Good Morals
6. Ambition

7. Aggressive
8. Passionate

WOMEN LOVE
IN MEN

9. Supportive
W. Honesty

lO

1. Flaying guessing games
2. Bad attitude

THINGS

3. Too much make-up

4. Stereotyping
5. Snobbish

6. Childish

10

1. Well groomed
2. Intelligence

THINGS

MSN HATE

4. Confidence

5. Easy going

7. Petty

8. Bossy
9. nagging
10. Money hungry

3. Lady like

6. Initiative

7. Romance

MEN LOVE

8. Sincerity
9. Optomistic
10. Passionate

IN WOMEN
IN WOMEN

A

T
V/ %

F'Vi

.-t •

timmmm

It was there yesterday.

UBRARV H
I

j
THE MARTHA M. BROWH ~ LOIS H.
DANIEL LIBRARY

The library is a three-story
contemporary structure. It was built in
1977 and houses 420,000 volumes

and contains subscriptions to 1,777
periodicals, 14,884 microfilm reels
and 623,000 microfiche sheets. The
Martha M. Brown — Lois H. Daniel

library has special study and research

facilities for faculty and students
located throughout the library. A
unique special collections room

houses the library's historical

May I help you?

archives, theses, dissertations, and

special collections including

documents related to the University's

unique history. The library also offers
the latest in high tech equipment to

assist you with your library needs.
Dialogue computer search services
such as: The Unisys computer, a

circulation system that makes finding
books quick and easy; and the

INEOTfiAC system, a subject guide
database to periodicals. The library
also offers the Interlibrary Loan
Program where materials can be
borrowed ifam other libraries all over

the country. There is another part of
the library that is located in the LRC.
This is known as the media center.

The media center has films, records,
tapes and equipment that can be

These are heavy.

checked out for your listening and
viewing pleasure.

Library 135

m
Excuses are tools of incompetence that]
are used to build monuments of noth

ingness and those that use them are
just that

WHY MAKE EXCUSES?

r~"

Excuses
author

^

.unknown

J

10 EXCUSES

for why you don't have your
assignment

iV

^>v

I

s*

1. My Roommate threw it away.
2. I forgot It.

3. I was not here Monday and so 1
did not know we had an assignment.
j>'

4. It's In my other folder.

5. My car was totaled and my home
work

was in It.

6. [ had It lost night, It must be In
my

6^'. >.

7. I

was working on the

last

night, and

Dept. there
BETI

iM

Tf»r

room.

was

left

it

yearbook

Is

no-one

the

Rrt

there

for

me to get It this morning.
8.

It's

Incomplete

because

I

fell

asleep doing It last night.
9. Someone stole my briefcase.
10. I didn't quite understand It so I
didn't

do

It.

10 EXCUSES

for not attending class
1. 1 had the mumps

2. I had a hangouer.
3. I

missed the bus.

4. The doctor said

s

I uias

too ill to come out.

5. My roommate did not
make me up on time.

6. I mas Just too tired.
7. My reason Is kind of
personal,
8. 1 stayed up late mith

my boyfriend.
9. I did not haue my as
signment so I did not
come.

10. I had to go to the

pep rally.
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INTERMURIAL FEVER CATCH tl!
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Q

m

They call him heir to the legend of King
Nebuchadnezzar, as his image floods the street

corners of Baghdad. He is even being refered to as
•the Anchor of the Weak and the Meek.' Late night

Ulk show-host, Arsenio Hall, calls Saddam Hussein,
Madd-As Hussein, as Hussein's Mickey Mouse antics
cause headache and turmoil on both a nation and

world wide basis. What started off as a political joke
has now become a political threat. Many are in fear
that the United States Armed Forces may soon be

flaS

of Kuwait's city. Fighting
''•0 "ya' palace,

r.S

? ul"-

Kiitttait

Siflm
Armv With k'" ^
Ih ^
■.

hi"«olf fled by
®

Arabia, and soon

»be vanguard of
^®«''East,
Saddam,
as he is
warned that he
million-strong

c region a graveyard, for anyone who

tried to oppose him.

Despite constant reminders from news reports and the
gas pumps, several Tennessee State University

Stopping him is feasible, but.not easy. His stunning

studenU felt as though the situation m the Middle

rowing the oil rich slates of the Persian Gulf,

East did not effect them. As the situation progresses

calling,'A Mission Impossible.' The reality ofpe
situation came about as students are faced with the

thought of a love one departing for the Middle
Eastern crisis or that they themselves may soon be
leaving.

On an early August Thursday morning at two o'clock
in the a m., hundreds of Iraqi tanks rolled into the
border of the rich and tiny Kuwait."Soon the tanks,

were rumbling down a six-lane highway toward the
138

ups and downs.

"id to have died

employed in hand-to-hand chemical warfare.

and as some students are directly effected by the
situation we are now facing, what media officals are

doubling and as the stock market undergoes constant
The problem would be easier to face if so many
American men and women were not being sent to
fight a battle from which they might not ever return.
Silence filled the room of a Biology class, held on
Tennessee State's campus one morning as a student
mterupted the class in order to have his name

removed from the role. The reason being, that in

This tyrant and bully, is no friend of the West.
move into Kuwait disabllzed the Middle East —

diminishing the stature of Moderates such as Egypt
and increasing the military threat to Israel. In one
stroke, the invasion made Saddam the strongest leader
in the Arab world and the most potent force in the
global oil market."

Prices at the gas pumps have risen drastically
anywhere from 89 cents to the gallon, to an

overwhelming one dollar and fifty-three cents in some
pisws- These high gas prices on everything from

airline tickets to zucinni. Our federal government's

budget is falling apart at the seams as gas prices are

three-days, his Army reserves unit would be heading
out to points in or near the potential grounds of this

Middle Eastern nightmare.
Other students at the University are affected due to
our large population of Middle Easterns. Students
whose homeland is Kuwait or who otherwise support
the crisis, formed a coalition, to meet the needs of

students directly and indirectly affected by the
situation.

Dana Michelle Cooper
— November 1990

O'Tt '"T^S

To the ladies of Tennessee State who
know how to take care of business.

tAc ciccAx AtnlAc S ^'ct^cA frAK., <tH<C

(Ae. Sui£di*t^
£»

^enttcA^ec St^Uc
dattut

dcuf. ^Ae*t.(Ac auk

&€^iKA to- Aet eiKcC eUia^KeAA AtwUo to

tUo

V

t>up, KCtOAO OUK MKt^tUA, OKO AolO tO OaA ...

toAut toa£i^ ^oeo ak tAo ^ancC u^teo dwiA?"
'poo tHOUUf 0^ OUO OO^OtKijaUOHA tAio Co tAc
Uute o^ tHootiK^. OtAeoA. toAe out tAio time to
mi^oate Co cAe li^ouot^ tAe (umiouo tuio aud

oCAeo eoKcmoK Atud^ fiiueeo. /4 tAiod ^noufi,
{iudo itoei^ OK tAe dowKtoum euutfiuo Aiiii iK

eiuAA. ^et,tAene io A ^ontA ^noufi <oAo uoeo tAio
AO (eiouoe ^et out Aud Aaue Aome(uk time.

"Hoa^ {oo tAe fieopie wAo ^aCA Ck tAe ^ontA

^noufi, t^ eoetio tAat tAe<f Atteud nAufe ^nom

From being Vice-President of the

AaCo tifAt ftefo-oAAAieo.fiA<UfO iK tAe /4-AuiAd-

S.G.A..

it^ oo mu^fAe A fiAnt<f iK t^ "iOomeKO ^uiAd-

£
1

iK^. poo tAooe iudioiduAAo ^iKioA aAA o^ tAeio
otudieo AKd Aaoo tAe cAAuee to ^ out Aud
AieA it PAio

Would love to talk, but I'm on my way down-

'•• •*,
K

town.

\

-

■'

i
•

1

io loo uou.
to taking care of each other

^^s,Utoo

To taking carc of present financial matters

5:00 and all is closed

I

m

°f luturc financial mailers

Get Buck. Get Bucit

Gangsia walking the plaza.
Yeah, we're having a good time!

If4i

Sure wc can sirike a pose
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I
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HIGHLIGHTS

EVERYONE WANTS SOME

MISS TSU PAGEANT 1990

The system should be down until noon.

'■ 'i'

1

If iMLSiiC;! iOil

You can come back now.

(**

A smile a day helps keep the frustration away.

m
,

.

.* 1'^.
<>

t

<>'
o

o

»

_

You II jusi have lo come back on ihe firsl
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Is that Lisa?

Hk:
y

It's a man thing, Women don't
understand.

i
Don't you dare!

l ! I I I 1*

Do you see what
this shirt says?

0
1
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LIVING ON
THE YARD
Look Wade!!!,
*

the dorms have dorm queena
■

SoDie of us do not tike to be seen in the donn

%

We chill differently in the dorm than anywhere else

Can't you see I'm watching the soaps, leave me alone!

Boyd Hall (Male)
Eppse Hall (Male)
Hale Hall (Female)
Hankel Hall (Female) •
Watson Hall (Male)
Mary Wilson Hall (Female)

Anthony Thompson
Avery Thompson

Baritones
Andre Bledsoe
Terrance Gibson

Eric Townsend

Johny Turner

Ronnie Harper

Jamesette Washington

Donald Martin Jr.

Fred Whitley Jr.

Rodney McCory
Kyle Torain
Quintus Woodward

.H.,
r

»•..

Kevin Wilkes

7?**,

•• w •If

Trombones

Shelia Gilliam

Clarinets

Vamey Greene

Zapporach Anthony
'

Maria Cannon
Pamela Crutchfleld
Sharita Emerson

James Jackson
Brien Keith

David Martin

Gregory Moore

Theresa Fuqua

Anthony Holmes

Damon Neal
Ronnie Partee
Darrel Powell
Eric Smith

Tanisha James

Lee Smith

Janet Green

Seneta Hardy
Roxanne Harris

Wayne Tabor

Kimberly Johnson

Kevinf Ussery

ReAndra Jordan
Deletha Lanier

Quanda Watldns

Tara Mayfleld
Roslyn O'Neal

Jonny Willis

Racquet Reed

Ronya Renfro
Katrina Schuler

William White III
Dennis Williams

TO - ■4

TiUVVHIVi « Vi'Viillii'

M i

Trumpets
Audice Baker

Shunna Spencer
Chanda Thompson

Kenneth Barnes
Howard Bell

Valeria Vincent

Franklin Blyden

Drum Majors

Major Brown

Tina Brooks

Joe Johnson
Roderick Richmond
Frederick Williams

^ ii fit 1 ttirt 11

Flutes
Leslie Bowles

V li fv

11ii'vwmt 11 k

Kenneth Burkett
Mitchell Delcau
Jackie Freeman
Deverick Hanna

Charles Hawkins
Jason Hernandez

Michelle Carver
Nlkki Croft
YTeria Croft

Henry Hodge
Dewaine Hollman

Endora Cross

Kevin Kennedy
DeForrest Mapp

Tiffani Gaiters

Barney McCoy

Oracle Grandberry

Darryl Morton

Craig Jones
Laronda Mackey
Michele O'Neal
Pamela Parms

I *w

• * •

1^

Shannon Sanders
Edward Simmons

ilv'sTK';^

m

Carolyn Pride

Darryl Steele
Michael Stewart
Anson Thompson
Sedrick Turner
Frank Walton

LaShawn Shaw
Letitia Shelton

Raquel Sneed
Kimberly Taylor

Jeffrey Whitehurst
Adam Young

Jantel Thorton

Regina Watson
Glynis Williams

Tubas

Kevin Anderson
Fi

Mitchell Brown

French Horns

Jeffrey Buford

Melvin Brown Jr.
Antoine Buchannan

William Coles
Kendall Covington

Kimberly Cleveland

Craig Gilbert
Anthony Jones
Brian Jude
Ronald Martin

Delisa Edwards
James Polk

Marsha Pope

Vaughn Terrell I"I

Alexander Rhodes

150

Everett Varice

Majorettes

Cherlonda Hubbard

Yvette Oliver

Vickie Bowers

Kim Johnson

Joselynne Walden

Monique Brown

Monika Joyner

Deedra Buxton

Kim Kelly

Percussions
Jermaine Banks

Monika Crump

Bridget King

Shaundra Davis
Rolesha Edmondseji

YaWanda MeGraw

Eric Brown

Lisa Mclntyre
Trina McLaurina

Sharhonda Cole

Monique Everett

Corry Coats

Theodore Cook
John Deloach

Shenetta Fefee
Marvin Foster

Gerrod Gray

Kenneth Key
George McNeal
Jethro Moon

Ricky Moore

Clinton Harris

Kevin Roberts
Joe Shelton
Isaac Shivers

Whehon Herron

Michael Smith

Paul Griffith

Derrell Vaughn
Mark Wells

Marcus Comer
Darrell Ervin

Tony Wells

Jeffrey Griffith

Patrick Williams

Charis Harris

Dena Young

Ennis Harvey

|axop/,ones

Micheal Head
Marcus Johnson

Braneh

Gregory King

Gerald Knox
Jameece Latimer
Jason Lofties
Harold Love

Latise Searles

Dionne Martin

Marcus Seiferth

Eidrick Moore

Clarence Peeples
u;:ill» Randolnh

James Render III

Marcus Rhymes

Boyce Wilkins
Willie Wilson

Stephanie Salary

Jonathon Talley

Uwrence Talor
Warren Thomas
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It's time for me to leave
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The African - American Female

Motherhood, Sisterhood,
And The Struggle
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SUMMER 1990 YEARBOOK WORKSHOP
LaTonia & Trina are putting plans into ac

."Ti-,

Workshop advisor demonstrates new tactics for layouts.

Trma, LaTonia, Phillamone

Linda W. of Northwestern Missouri University, explains plans for 1991 annuals

The three of us feel that the workshop was a great success. We learned a great deal and came up with several new ideas, some of
which are implimented in this annual, others will be used next year. The workshops and meetings kept us busy, we had homework
assignments as well as other things that had to be accomplished during the workshop. The workshop generated energy to us. We
couldn t wait until we returned to Nashville to express our ideas. We spent the entire time of our drive back taking additional
notes and analizing the ideas that we each came up with in our various workshops.

t

(SMNT LOUIS

i 11
LaTonia explains her ideas to
other University staff members,
I..

•■"r
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STILIDIENT eCVIE

STILEENT eCVEEN/HENT

T

IL
Martina Green

Maria Slade
Assit. Exec. Sec.

Rep-At-Largc

7L

Cedric Robinson
Parliamentarian

7L

.1
Q
\

Oi

SkW^

2
u

Q

Front row: Johnetta Allen V.P Jr.
Class, Vanesia Turner: Jr. Class Pres

ident, Tayna Smith: Miss. Junior.
Second row: Anderia Steward; Jr.

Class Rep., Karen Sutherland: Jr.
Class Treasurer

Jabari Ajamu
Senate Committee

Sheralyn Bullock
Senior Class Rep.

Anderia Steward

Junior Class Rep

STIEVIEN e. SIEIIIPIP
IPIPIESIIIDIENT EE 5>iriLEENT
EEVEEN/HENT aVSSECIIATIIEN
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Mr. Steven Shipp was born in Memphis,
Tennessee on May 29, 1969. He was the
first child of Mr. and Mrs. George W.

Shipp, both natives of Memphis.

While in high school Shipp served in
many leadership positions, and upon re
ceiving an academic scholarship to at
tend Tennessee State University, he was

aspired to continue his leadership roles.
Shipp's first role at Tennessee State was
as Student Government Association

Representative at Large. With the sup
port of several of his peers, he was suc
cessful in his bid for the position of Stu
dent Government Association President
as well.

Currently, Mr. Shipp is faced with the

responsibility of continuing the struggle
to ensure that Tennessee State Universi

ty does not bear the unfair burden of
desegregation in higher education. Al
though the struggle will be strenuous, he

will not face it alone. Assisting him were;

Regina Daniels (Vice-Prcsideni), Kelly

Pickctt (Miss TSU), Jeff Sherels
(Speaker of the House), La'Shonda
Warfield (Treasurer), Walter Graham
(Budget Director), Martina Green (Sec
retary), Kirk Moore (Reporter), and Cedric Robinson (Parliamentarian).

STIEVIEN e,. SIMIIPIP
Popular Movies
1. Glory

7. Die Harder

3. Problem Child

8. Harlem Nights

4. Dick Tracey
5. Another 48 Hours

This IS how I look without the suit!

6. Total Recall

2. Ghost

9. Flatliners
10. Mo Better Blues

10. Tips To cStay Out Of Trouble

%

1. Do all homework before you go out.
2. Always keep $2.00 and identification.

3. Think before you speak.

4. Listen to both sides of a story.
5. Follow your first rational thought.
6. Be true to yourself.

7. Take care of business, then pleasure.
8. "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.'
9. Respect yourself, then others will respect you.

t

K

10. Do not procrastinate.

/

/
Top 10 Programs.
1. As the World Turns

2. General Hospital
3. Days of our Lives
4. In Living Color

5. Simpsons
6. The Cosby Show

7. Oprah Winfrey Show
8. Dating Game
9. Video Hits
10. Arsenio Hall

Popular Artists

1. Anita Baker

2. Troop
3. Take 6

4. Babyface
5. Heavy D and the Bozz

oexiest Entertainer

6. Bell Biv Devoe
7. X-Clan

8. MC Hammer

9. Luther Vandross
10. Ice Cube

Denzel Washington

Janet Jackson

Christopher Williams

Jasmine Guy

Eddie Murphy

Regina Belle
Mariah Carey

Howard Hewitt
Blair Underwood

Vannessa Williams

TENNESSEE STATES SEXIEST

TENNESSEE STATE'S SEXIEST

WOMEN
Phillamone Berry
is a native of Memphis, Tennessee. He is classified as a
Junior majoring in Nursing obtaining a BSN. He is an

Deedra Michelle Buxton

is a Junior at T.S.U. majoring in architectual engineer
ing. Her home is Dayton, Ohio. She has been a majorette

RA at Boyd Hall, 1990 Yearbook Editor, and a member

of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. His interest include

for the Aristocrat of Bands for three years.

music & photography.

M

Davi Antonio Valles

a resident of Queens, New York. He is of Junior status
and a Criminal Justice major. His hobbies range from

photography, racketball, to more complex sports. He is a
professional model who is considerate, sensitive, and very

Tracey Williams
is a native of Detroit, Michigan. She is currently of Junior status. As a
communications major, she hopes to someday become an anchorwoman

and even host her own talk show. For piece of mind, she likes quiet time
alone, and for fun shopping. Jonnie Gill and Keith Sweat are among her
favorite artist. She is a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

understanding.
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Audrey Deneice Wood

is a native Tennessean majoring in mass communications.

She is currently a Sophomore involved in many extra curricular activities. Her hobbies are Tennis, Astrology, and
Reading. A quality that makes her unique is her ability to
deal with adverse situations of life, and always come out on
top,

Willie Young
is a Senior majoring in Accounting. He is a native of Mem
phis, Tennessee and a member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterni
ty, Inc. He enjoys interacting with people and making new
friends. He is unique due to his ability to never give up, no
matter what the odds are.
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Dr. Andrew Bond

Felita Turner Secretary of Medical Records

Dean of Allied Health

Elizabeth Kunnu Coordinalor of Medical Records

Helen Femine Dean of Agriculture of Ec.
Pictured with Secretary

*

Thelma Whitmore

Dr. Roland Norman

Coordinator/Counselor HCOP

Dean of Agriculture
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Dr. Richard L. Enochs
Dir. Health Care Admin.
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Dennis Gendron
Assoc. Dean of Arts and

Dr. Michelle Wilson
Health Care Admin.

Sciences

Millie Lowes
Faculty

Dr. Edward Risby

rf,:";; ' Dr. Bobby L Lovett •
t

Dean of Aitt arid Science

-

Dean of Graduate Studies

"Monetha R. Reaves

^0 of University College and Developmental Studies

./
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Dr. Tilder Curry
Dean of School of Business

Dr. Timothy Qualn and Jacquelyn Vann
Institutional Self-Study

Jeannie W. Lemons

Dr. Decater Rogers

Exec. Director of Nashville Business Incubation Center

Dean of School of Engineering and Technology
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Gloria Johnson

Mohan Malkani

A. Robert Thoeny

Assit. Dean of University
College

Assoc. Dean of School of

Director Public

Engineering

Administration

Katie Kinoard-White
Biology
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From Left to Right: Lt. Col. Author Laird, Capt. Mark Henton, Capt, Troy Kinsel, Ms. Pamela Dobson, Maj. Kenneth
Holland, T Sgt. Randall Naron
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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1990

fj

51
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1991

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

M.L. King Coronation

Black History Month

SGA M.L. King

Sit-In

Parade

Valentine's Day

Registration

The Greek Weeks

Yearbook Finished

Begin

APRIL

MAY

MARCH

Sit-In
Midterm Week
The Greek Weeks

Continue

■ ■ ,V'
i
*1*1 •

JUNE

Graduation

n\

Easter

Final Week

The Greek Weeks End
Tax Returns Due

Mother's Day
Financial Pad Papers

Summer School Begins
Father's Day

Due

z
AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Independence Day

Graduation

Happy Birthday To

Registration

Convocation For G.
Cox
African Street Festivals

Yearbook Editor —
Phillamone

Welcome New
Students

Labor Day
Ebony Classic
Bluff-City Classic

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Midterm Week

Miss TSU Pageant
Homecoming

JULY

Yearbook Pictures
Taken

Basketball Seasons

Final Week

Starts

Christmas

Halloween

Thanksgiving
Election Days

CALEKDAR OF EYEHTS
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PANHELLENIC
COUNCIL
1990-9i

R
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S
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On Sot. Dec. 8 1990 the Ponhellenic Council held a

Christmas porty for children of oil ages, in the Blue
ond White Room of the SUB. The council advised by
Regino Walton consists of members from each frater
nity and sorority on campus. There were activities
for the kids to do and a guest appearance mode by

M

Santo.
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BRING IT HOME BIG BLUE HOMECOMING PARADE 1990
THERE'S

NO
PLACE

ii

LIKE

f
•V<r

HOME
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DO IT MAPLEWOOD HIGH!
NOW THAT'S A PLAY!
WELCOME
HOME
TIGERS!
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MS. BLACK TENNESSEE

WHAT A GREAT JOB!
HERE GOME'S THE PARADE
180

SCHOOL SPIRIT!
181

j

THE DAWN OF A NEW SPIRIT

HOMECOMING PARADE 1990

IN THE

LAND OF
GOLDEN

TENNESSEE

SUNSHINE

STATE

OUR HOMECOMING COURT
T-T-T
^CSSLt

UNIVERSITY

s-s-s
U-SAY WHAT!
UNIVERS/lL

STEP CENTRAL HIGH!
STANDS A
SCHOOL
FOR
GREATEST

SERVICE

182

Student Life 183
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THE DAWN OF A NEW SPIRIT, HOMECOMING COURT 1990
ss

MS.

MS.

SENIOR

JUNIOR

a

TONYA
SMITH

JENEE
BOYD
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